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ABSTRACT

This manuscript consists of three essays that examine agents' interaction in

various social dilemmas. Social dilemmas occur when rational agents have the incentive

to behave in a way that does not maximize the welfare ofthe group. I investigate how

different factors, such as communication and govemment policy, can influence

individuals' behavior in social dilemmas.

Recently, several authors argued that consumers have social sentiments and,

therefore, derive utility from making contributions. However, there is little discussion in

the literature on how these sentiments develop. The first essay demonstrates that, given

some basic assumptions, communities converge to an equilibrium level of social

sentiments with higher private provision than predicted by traditional theory. Furthermore,

government provision can increase private provision in the long run by moving the

community to a new equilibrium with higher social sentiments.

The second essay recognizes that agents must often choose between providing

public goods through a small, local exchange or a large, global exchange. It reports a

public goods experiment with a local exchange, which only benefits the contributor's

local group, and a global exchange, which benefits all the participants. I fmd that

participants contribute more tokens to the global exchange, even though it has a lower

marginal payoff. Furthermore, intragroup communication (i.e., communication within

each group), leads to intragroup cooperation, but hiders intergroup cooperation.

The final essay looks at how government policy influences agents' behavior when

the government is self-serving. It examines the case in which a coastal nation maximizes
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the revenue that it collects from foreign fishermen that operate in its Exclusive Economic

Zone by charging them a fishing fee. I find that if the number of fishermen is exogenous,

the owner is likely to select a fee that is higher than socially optimal. On the other hand,

if the coastal nation can choose the number of fishermen, it does not restrict entry to the

EEZ and selects a fee that maximizes net return. Alternatively, the owner can use a two

tier tariff to extract all the net return from the fishery.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Background

The three papers presented here use game theory and a controlled experiment to

investigate agents' interaction in various social dilemmas. Social dilemmas occur when

rational, self-serving agents have the incentive to behave in a way that does not maximize

the welfare of the group. Social dilemmas may occur when agents must incur a cost in

order to provide a benefit to the group, as is the case with the provision of public goods.

The first two paper presented here (chapters 2 and 3) examine public goods provision

problems. The papers look at how different factors, such as social sentiments and

intragroup interaction, affect individuals' contributions to the group exchange.

Social dilemmas may also occur when agents can obtain a benefit by imposing a cost

on the group, as is the case with the extraction of common, natural resources. The third

paper presented here (chapter 4) examines economic conflicts over the extraction of fish.

The paper shows how govemment policy can lead to the socially optimal solution even if

the govemment is attempting to maximize its own welfare.

Economists usually assume that individuals always act in a self-serving way.

However, certain factors can lead individuals to behave in ways that benefit the group

even when traditional economic theory predicts otherwise. For instance, individuals may

have social sentiments and, therefore, derive utility from contributing resources to the

provision of public goods. Several authors argue that consumers have social sentiments.

However, there is little discussion in the literature on how these sentiments develop or

how government policy can affect their development.
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The first paper models how social sentiments develop in communities and how

their development affects private provision. I propose that increases in the provision of

public goods lead to increases in consumers' social sentiments. Given the assumptions of

the model a community would converge to an equilibrium level of social sentiments with

higher private provision that predicted by traditional theory. Although government

provision partially crowds out private provision in the short-run it can increase, or crowd

in, private provision in the long run by moving the community to a new equilibrium with

higher social sentiments. Therefore, government policy can influence individuals'

willingness to contribute to the group exchange.

Research has also shown that group interaction tends to increase cooperation in

public goods experiments. The second paper investigates the effects of intragroup

interaction on participants' contribution decisions in a public goods experiment with a

small, local exchange and a larger, global exchange. Participants in the experiment

allocated tokens between their private exchange, a local exchange, which benefited the

contributor's local group, and a global exchange, which benefited the contributor's local

group and another local group.

Participants in the experiment contributed more tokens to the global exchange even

though it had a lower marginal payoff. This indicates that most individuals prefer to

allocate public goods through a larger, global exchange if the potential payoff of that

exchange is higher. I also find that intragroup communication (i.e., communication

amongst members of each local group) almost entirely eliminated free riding. However, the

two local groups had difficulties achieving the socially optimal outcome, contributing all

the tokens to the global exchange, because each group behaved in a self-serving way by
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contributing tokens to the local exchange. Therefore, intragroup communication can help

eliminate self-serving behavior but may create social conflicts between groups.

Government policies can also help solve social dilemmas. This may be the case

even if a government acts in a way that is self-serving. The final paper uses game theory to

investigate a situation in which a coastal nation maximizes the revenue that it collects

from fishermen that operate in its Exclusive Economic Zone by charging them a fishing

fee. I find that if the number of fishermen is exogenous and finite the coastal nation will

select a fee that is higher than socially optimal. However, if the coastal nation can choose

the number of fishermen it would not restrict entry to the EEZ and would select a fee that

maximizes the net return from the fishery. Therefore, even though the coastal nation is

trying to maximize its own welfare, it ends up maximizing social welfare as well.

All three papers show that some factors can help solve social dilemmas. Both

group interaction and government policy can help restrain or discourage self-serving

behavior. Intragroup communication can help eliminate selfish behavior within a group,

although it may not solve, and may even aggravate, intergroup conflicts. I also find that

under some circumstance a government can restrain self-serving behavior and induce

agents to undertake actions that are socially optimal even if the government is trying to

maximize its own welfare. Furthermore, certain government actions may increase the

willingness of individuals to contribute to the provision of public goods by helping build

their social sentiments.
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Chapter 2

Social Sentiments and Their Effect on Communities

2.1 Introduction

The pure theory of public expenditure, first proposed by Samuelson (1954),

suggests that private markets under-provide public goods. Andreoni (1988) shows that

given the assumptions of the pure theory of public expenditure only the wealthiest

consumers would contribute to the provision of public goods and that private provision

will be driven to zero in a large economy. Warr (1982) and Roberts (1984) find that, as

long as private provision is positive, each dollar that the government spends on the

provision of public goods would reduce private provision by exactly a dollar. Warr

(1983) also demonstrates that in Nash equilibrium private provision is independent of

income distribution. Therefore, government policy cannot affect the total provision of

public goods unless the government completely crowds out private provision.

Authors have challenged the pure theory of public expenditure on several grounds.

US data collected on private contributions and summarized by Andreoni (1988) reveals

that even members of the poorest quintile contribute to charities. Empirical studies by

Abraham and Schmitz (1978, 1984) also show that crowding out is quite small.

Additionally, Hochman and Rodgers (1973) fmd that, despite Warr's prediction,

contributions to charities are highly dependent on income distribution.

Experiments on voluntary contributions mechanism provide additional evidence

against the pure theory of public expenditure. Participants in these experiments typically

contribute a significant amount of their resources to the group exchange even when
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theory predicts that they would contribute nothing (Marwell and Ames 1981; Schneider

and Porrunerhene, 1981; Isaac, Walker and Thomas, 1984; Isaac, McCue and Plott, 1985

and others). Andreoni (l995a) estimates that roughly half of the contributions to the

group exchange in public goods experiments are made out of a desire to cooperate (the

rest are made in error). In another experiment, Andreoni (1993) finds that the imposition

of a lump-sum tax that is used to finance investment in the group exchange only slightly

reduces participants' contributions.

There has been extensive discussion in the literature on why individuals contribute

more than predicted by traditional theory and why government provision does not

completely crowd out private provision. Andreoni (1989, 1990) asserts that individuals

derive a feeling of warm-glow from contributing. Steinberg (1987) and Harbaugh (1998)

argue that enjoyment from contributing results from secondary benefits that consumers

receive from contributing such as prestige, status and awards of recognition. Becker

(1974) claims that individuals contribute to gain social approval and to avoid social

sanctions.

There may be other reasons why individuals contribute more resources than

predicted by traditional theory. Van Dijk and Van Winden (1997) theorize that

individuals have social ties with others in their corrununity and they therefore weight the

utility of other individuals. Rabin (1993), Van Dijk and Wilke (1994), and Fehr and

Schmidt (1999) assert that individuals have an aversion to inequitable outcomes.

Consequently, wealthier consumers may contribute resources to the provision of public

goods in order to restore some degree of equality between themselves and poorer

consumers.
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Most of these explanations are founded on the idea that consumers have sentiments

to cooperate with other consumers in their community, which I term social sentiments. A

consumer's social sentiment can be thought of as an index that measures the consumer's

affinity towards her community and its members. The higher the consumer's social

sentiment the more utility she derives from contributing.

Although many authors recognize the existence of social sentiments, there is little

discussion in the literature on how social sentiments form or how they evolve. In this

paper I discuss how social sentiments evolve. I also discuss the effects of changes in

government provision and income distribution on private provision and social sentiments,

in the short-run and in the long run.

A few authors discuss how social sentiments or cooperation develop in communities.

Axelrod (1981) demonstrates that cooperation can emerge in a community of egoists

playing a prisoner's dilemma game as long as there is a high probability of future

interaction amongst players. However, it is difficult to apply Axelrod's analysis to public

good games where, unlike prisoner's dilemma games, there is no clear way to determine

when a player cooperates and when she defects since contributions are usually

continuous, not binary. Additionally, it is impossible to punish (or award) a player in

public goods games without punishing (or awarding) all other players.

Van Dijk and Van Winden (1997) theorize that consumers weight the utility of other

consumers by some factor that they call social ties and that these ties evolve over time

according to an impulse function. They assume that a consumer's social tie with another

consumer is more likely to increase if the other consumer contributes more to the group

exchange. I use a similar framework to Van Dijk and Van Winden. Our paper differs
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from the Van Dijk and Van Winden's analysis in two important ways. First, I assume that

consumers derive utility directly from the act of contributing rather than from the utility

of other consumers with whom they have social ties. This assumption better explain why

some individuals give money to homeless people who they do not know or why they

contribute to charity organizations even when they do not know who will benefit from

their contribution. I therefore use a utility function with impure altruism such as the one

developed by Andreoni (1989, 1990). Second, I assume that an increase in the total

provision ofpublic goods increases the consumers' social sentiments.

Public goods can strengthen social sentiments by facilitating interaction between

members of a community and by increasing community pride. For example, an education

system and a justice system can facilitate interaction between members of a community

and help them resolve their differences. Isaac, McCue and Plott (1985), Isaac and Walker

(1988a) and others show that allowing participants in public good experiments to

communicate increases their contributions. These experiments suggest that consumers'

social sentiments generally increase when they interact. I Parks, museums and cleaner

streets can all increase community pride and thus strengthen the social sentiments of the

community's members. Public goods can also increase group identity. Schram and

Sonnemans (1996) find that group identity increases voting participation in a controlled

enviromnent. Kramer and Brewer (1984) and Brewer and Kramer (1986) also find that

individual show more restraint in the consumption of a common good when they are

identified as part of a group.

1 I cannot observe changes in conswners' social sentiments directly. However, I can infer that a conswner's
social sentiment increases ifshe increases her contribution when all other exogenous variables remain
constant. As shown in section 2.2, an increase in a conswner's social sentiment will lead her to increase her
contribution.
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We show that if consumers are impurely altruistic and their social sentiments

increase with increases in the total provision of the public good, the community will

converge to an equilibrium level of social sentiments with higher private provision than

predicted by traditional theory. Our paper has several important implications for

government policy. First, although government provision of public goods will partially

crowds out private provision in the short-run, it may cause a net increase in private

provision in the long run by strengthening the social sentiments of the community's

members. Second, governments can increase the total provision of a public good, and

move the community to an equilibrium with higher social sentiments, by shifting income

from a more impurely altruistic to a less impurely altruistic consumer. Finally, an

increase in government provision will cause a larger increase in the total provision of the

public good and a larger increase in consumers' social sentiments in the long run if the

government levies a higher tax on more impurely altruistic consumers.
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2.2 The Static Model

Consider a community of n consumers. A community in this paper is defined as a

group of consumers that consume the same public goods. For simplicity, assume that

there is only one public good and one private good in the economy. Each consumer i, i =

I, ... , n, contributes Sj, Sj ;?: 0, to the provision of the public good. Private provision, S,

equals the sum ofthe consumers' contributions.

"(2.1) S = L Sj
i=l

The community's government can allocate resources to the provision of the public good

by taxing each consumer i a lump sum tax of'tj, 'tj ;?: O. Assume that the government must

maintain a balanced budget and does not incur any transaction costs. Under these

assumptions, government provision, G, must equal the sum of the taxes levied on the n

consumers.

(2.2) G = t 'tj
;=1

For convenience define consumer i's allocation, Yj, as the sum of her voluntary

contribution and her involuntary contribution (the tax levied on her). Yi = Sj + 'tj. Total

provision of the public good, Y, equals the sum of the consumers' allocations.
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n

(2.3) y= L Yi
i-l

Let Ui be consumer i's utility. Assume that consumer i's utility is a function of her

consumption of the private good, Ci, her consumption of the public good, Y, her

contribution, Si, and her social sentiment, ai.

A consumer's social sentiment can be thought of as an index that measures the

consumer's affmity towards her community and its members. The higher a consumer's

social sentiment the more she likes her community. Social sentiments are exogenous

from the consumers' perspective but may change from one period to the next as discussed

in section 2.3.

Assume Ui is twice continuous, differential and strictly increasing in its arguments

(assumption i). Additionally, assume that Ui is quasiconcave in its arguments (assumption

ii).2 Let Ui
[, Ui

Z and Ui
3 be the derivatives ofUi with respect to its fIrst argument, second

argument and third argument respectively.

(.) Ui ' C2 Ui 0 Ui 0 Ui 0 . - 11 IS , I >, 2>, 3 > 1 - , .. _, n

(ii) Ui is quasiconcave with respect to Cj, Si and y 3

2 The utility function will be quasiconcave if and only if its bordered Hessian matrix is negative semi
definite.
3 See Appendix 2A for a more detailed analysis about quasi-concavity
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The quasi-concavity of the utility function is both necessary and sufficient to assure that

the private good, the public good and the consumer's contribution are nonnal goods.

Thus, an increase in the consumer's wealth will lead the consumer to increase both her

consumption of the private good and her contribution.

The second argument in the utility function is what Andreoni tenus impure altruism.

It represents the utility that consumers derive from contributing to the provision of the

public good. Andreoni argues that consumers are impurely altruistic because they derive

a feeling of warm glow from contributing. Steinberg (1987) and Harbaugh (1998) note

that consumers may also receive secondary benefits from contributing that are positively

related to the size of their contribution such as status and awards of recognition.

We shall assume that an increase in a consumer's social sentiment increases her

marginal utility from contributing (assumption iii). Consumers who have higher social

sentiments may receive more utility from contributing because they care about other

consumers' utility more deeply, because they have a stronger desire to help their

community, or because they care more about how other members of the community

regard them.

(iii) oUiioa.i> 0 i = 1, ... , n

The consumer's expenditure on the private good plus her contribution cannot exceed her

disposable income. A consumer's disposable income equals her endowment, Wi, minus

the lump-sum tax that the government levies on her, "rio For simplicity, assume that the

community is too small compared to the entire economy to influence prices and can
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convert the private good into the public good at a fixed marginal rate of transformation of

1. Each consumer i maximizes her utility subject to her budget constraint.

(2.5) Max c. s· U(Cj, Sj, Y; O-j) s.t. Cj + Sj= Wj - 'ti
" I

i=I, ...,n

The budget constraint of consumer i can be rewritten as Cj + Yi = Wi. Let Y-i be the total

allocation of the public good not including consumer i's allocation. Y-i = Y - Yj. I can

rewrite the consumers' maximization problem by substituting the budget constraint into

the utility function and Y - Y-i for Yi.

(2.6) Max Y U(w; + Y-i - Y, Y - Y-i - 'ti, Y; O-i) S.t. Yi ~ 'ti i = 1, ... , n

Assuming an interior solution the first order conditions are: 4

Following Andreoni (1989), I can write the total provision of the public good that

consumer i would choose as a function of the exogenous parameters in the model from

the perspective ofconsumer i.

(2.8) Y = f(wi +Y-i. Y-i + 'tj, O-i) i = 1, ... , n

4 Andreoni (1989) notes that as long as I assume that lim s;~ 0 u', : 00 then an impurely altruistic

consumer will always choose to make a positive contribution.
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We obtain consumer i's desired allocation by subtracting Y-i from both sides of (2.8).

(2.9) Yi = f(Wi +Y-i, Y-i + t;, ai) - Y.i i = 1, ... , n

£' is the allocation function of consumer i. Let £'1 £'2, £'3 be the derivatives of £' with

respect to its first argument, second argument and third argument respectively. The

second argument comes from the impurely altruistic component of the utility function.

Andreoni (1989, pp. 1450-52) shows that given the assumption of quasiconcavity

(assumption ii) 0 < £'1 < 1, 0 < £'2 < 1 and 0 < £'j + f 2 :s; 1 for an impurely altruistic

consumer. Andreoni calls a person who does not derive any utility from contributing a

purely altruistic person. If consumer i were purely altruistic then £'2 = 0.5

£'3 is also strictly positive. From (2.9) I know that the derivative ofyi with respect to

aj is £'3dai. Therefore, if an increase in ai causes consumer i to increase her allocation,

then £'3 must be positive. From (2.7) - Vii + Vi2+ Vi
3= O. Ifal increases by some amount

I: to aI', where ai' = al + 1:, then by assumption iii V2(C;, Si, Y; al') > V2(C;, s;, Y; ai).

consumer i contributes v additional resources then the net change in her utility would

approximately be VV2 + VV3 - VUI = V[U2 + U3 - UIl > O.Therefore, consumer i will

increase her allocation if her social sentiment increases because by doing so she will

increase her utility.

5 The tenn impurely altruistic is not synonymous with selfish nor is the term purely altruistic synonymous
with selfless. A purely altruistic consumer only derives utility from the consumption (or provision) of
public goods while an impurely altruistic consumer also derives enjoyment from her contribution to the
provision ofpublic goods.
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By totally differentiating (2.9) I find that in Nash equilibrium dy/dwi = t\ > 0,

dy/dt; = f 2 > 0 and y/du; = f 3 > 0 for i = 1, ... , n. I conclude that an increase in

consumer i's endowment, tax or social sentiment will cause her to increase her

equilibrium allocation. Proposition 2.1 draws conclusions about the change in the total

provision of the public good that will result from changes in the exogenous parameters of

the model.

Proposition 2.1: Let Y(w, 1; a) be the total provision that the community will reach in

Nash equilibrium given the exogenous parameters of the model. w, 1; a are vectors of

endowments, taxes and social sentiments respectively. w = [WI, ..., w,J, T = [T], ..., T,J

and a = [aI, ... , a,J. Given assumptions i through iii:6

(2.1-a) Total provision of the public good will increase by less than a dollar when the

endowment of consumer i, i = 1, ... , n, increases by a dollar.

(2.10) 0 < oY(w, t, U)/Owi < 1 i = 1, ... , n

(2.1-b) Total provision of the public good will increase by a dollar or less when the tax

levied on consumer i, i = 1, ... , II, increases by a dollar.

(2.11) O<oY(w,t,U)/OtiS: 1 i= 1, ... ,n

6 Andreoni (1989) shows the effect of~hanges in the tax levied on consumer i on the total provision ofthe
public good. I also show the effects ofchanges in consumer i's endowment and social sentiment on the
total provision of the public good.
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(I-c) Total provision of the public good will increase when the social sentiment of

consumeri, i = I, ... , n, increases.

(2.12) 0 < 8Y(w, 1:, a)/8ai i = I, ... , n

Proof: Without loss of generality, suppose consumer i's endowment increases by some

amount dWi but the endowments of all other consumer remain the same. dWj = 0 for all j, j

= 1, ... , n, j .. i. Totally differentiating (2.9) and substituting dY - dYi for Y-i and dY -

(2.13) dYi = [(f'J + f 2 - l)1(f] + f\)]dY + [fl/(f] + f2)]dwi i = 1, ... , n

(2.14) dyj = [(f\ + fir 1)/(~]+ ~2)]dY j = 1, ... , n;j .. i

We solve for the general equilibrium by summing (2.13) and the n - 1 equations in (2.14)

•
(2.15) dY = dYI [(fl + f 2 - 1)/(f1+ 1'2)] + [1'1/(1'1 + f 2)]dwj i = 1, ... , n

''''

Rearranging I find that:

(2.16) 8YIBwi = CYi i = 1, ... , n

•
where c = [I + I (1 - f l - f 2)/(f l + f 2)rl and Yi = f]/(f] + f 2)

i=l
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Since 0 < f l + f 2 :s; 1 and 0 < f l < 1, then 0 < c:s; 1 and 0 < Yi < 1. Hence, 0 < BY/Owi < 1.

Without loss of generality suppose the tax on consumer i is increased by some amount d,tj

butthe taxes levied on all other consumers remain the same. d1:j = 0 for all j, j = 1, ... , n, j

"# i. Andreoni (1989, pp. 1452-53) demonstrates that the net change in total provision of

the public good that results from the increase in 1:; is:

(2.17) BY/8't:i = CPi i = 1, ... , n; where c is as previously defined and Pi = f~(fl + f 2)

Finally, without loss of generality, suppose that Ui change by some amount dUj, but the

social sentiments of all other consumers remain constant. dUj = 0 for all j, j = 1, ... ,n, j "#

i. Totally differentiating (2.9) and substituting dY - dYi for dY-i and dY - dYj for Y-j.

(2.18) dYi = [(fl + f 2 - l)/(f l + f 2)]dY + [f3/(fl + f2)]dUi i = 1, ... , n

(2.19) dYj = [(~l + ~2 - l)/(~l + ~2)]dY j = 1, ... , n, j "# i

Combining (2.18) with n - 1 equations in (2.19) and rearranging:

(2.20) dY/duj = C'lli i = 1, ... , n; where c is as previously defined and 'Ili = f 3/(f1 + f 2)

Since f 3 > 0 then 'Ilj > O. Therefore, By/aui > O. D

Part b of proposition 2.1 is of particular importance because it shows that when

consumers are impurely altruistic then government provision only partially crowds out
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private provision. Impure altruism can explain why empirical studies and laboratory

experiments conclude that crowding out is incomplete.

We can now make conclusions about how changes in the exogenous variables

affect the welfare of a given consumer i. Defme yi(W, t, a) as the equilibrium allocation

of consumer i. As I previously shown y\w, t, a) increases in Wi, ti and ai. An increase in

Wj, tj or aj,j ~ I, ...n,j .. i will increase yi(w, t, a) and therefore decrease (or not change)

yi(W, t, a). To see why, differentiate (2.9) with respect to Y.k for some consumer k, k ~ I,

... , n, k .. j. Ifmd that dYk/dY_k ~ f'I + f'2 - I S; O. Therefore, any change in an exogenous

variable that will cause consumer j to increase his allocation will cause all other

consumers, including consumer i, to decrease (or not change) their allocations. I can now

draw conclusions about how changes in the exogenous parameters affect the consumers'

welfare.

Proposition 2.2: Let V(w, l; a) be the indirect utility function ofconsumer i, defined as

the utility that consumer i receives when all the consumers select their equilibrium

allocations given (w, l; a). V(w, l; a) ~ U(w, - y'(w, 'I; a), y'(w, t; a) - T;, Y(w, 'I; a)).

Let b'VI til denote the change in consumer i's indirect utility due to a change in

parameter a, a ~ [WI, ... , W'" '1, ... , '''' aI, ... , a,,}. Given assumptions i through iii:

(2.2-a) An increase in consumer i's endowment will increase her welfare and the welfare

of all the other consumers in the community.

(2.21) aVj/iJwi> 0 i ~ 1, ... , n; j ~ 1, ... , n
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(2.2-b) An increase in the tax levied on consumer i will decrease consumer i's welfare but

will increase the welfare of all the other consumers in the connnunity.

(2.22) aVi/mi<O i= 1, ,n

(2.23) aVi/ftq> 0 i = 1, , n;j = I, ... , n,j;< i

(2.2-c) An increase in consumer i' s social sentiment will increase the welfare of all the

other consumers in the community.

(2.24) aVi/ai> 0 i = 1, ... , n;j ; 1, ... , n,j;< i

Proof: From Proposition 2.1 an increase in consumer i's endowment will lead to an

increase in the total provision of the public good. By our assumption of normality,

consumer i will increase her contribution and her consumption of the private good. Since

all three arguments of the utility function would increase as a result of the increase in the

consumer's endowment then consumer i's welfare must increase as well. Taking the

. . .
U'3L dy!/dti. From (2.7), - Ui, + Ui

2 + Ui
3 ; O. Therefore, aVi/mi; - Ui

2 +
j"#i

. . .
U'3L dy!/dti < O.

j'i'i

Looking at the effect that a change in Wi will have on other consumers I note that,

• • •
aVi/Ow;; dyi/dwi(- Ui, + Ui

2 + Ui3) +Ui
3L dy"/dwi = Ui3L dy"/dwi > O. L dy"/dwi

k*-J ht:.j k:¢j

must be positive because dyi/dwj < 0 but dY/dwj > 0 from proposition 2.1. An increase in

consumer i's tax or social sentiment will also have a positive effect on the welfare ofall
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" "other j consumers. aVilmi = dyild'ti(- Vi! + V i
2+ Vi3)+ Vi

3L dY'/d'ti = V i3L dY'/d'ti>
k¢j k#j

" "O. Similarly, aVi/aUi = dy/dui(- Vii + Vi
2 + V i

3) + Vi
3L dY'/dui = Vi3 L dY'/dUj > O.

k'!<j k¢j

" "L dY'/d'ti > 0 and L dY'/dui because dyild'ti < 0 and dyildui < 0 but aYlmi > 0 and
1c:I:} k=Pj

aY/OOi> 0 from Proposition 2.1. 0

Restated, an increase in the tax levied on the consumer will tighten her budget constraint

and leave her worse off while making all other consumers better off. All the other

consumers will benefit when consumer i increases her allocation as this will allow them

not only to increase their consumption of the public good but to also increase their

consumption of the private good by reducing their contribution.

Suppose that the government increases its provision by levying a tax of 'ti on every

consumer, d'ti ~ 0 for all i. From (2.22), I know that the tax levied on consumer i will

decrease her welfare because it will decrease her disposable income. However, from

(2.23) I know that the tax levied on all other consumers will increase consumer i's

welfare because it will lead other consumers to increase their allocations.

From the proof of proposition 2.2, the tax levied on consumer i will decrease her

. . n .

welfare by - V'2 + V I
3L dy/d'ti < 0 while the tax levied on any other j consumer will

joFt

"increase consumer i's welfare by Vi3L dY'/d'tj- Let aVi/OG('t) represent the change in
I«}
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consumer i's indirect utility caused by a government provision that is financed by a

vector taxes 't, 't = ['t\, ... , 'tn].

. ., n n n

(2.25) 8V'/8G('t) = - U'2 + U'{L dy/d'tj + L L dyJd'tj] i = 1" n; j = 1, ... , n; j ;c i
j':l:l joFi Jc.t,j

From (2.25) I learn that the effect of an increase in government provision on the welfare

of individual consumers is ambiguous. I also deduce that regardless of whether the net

effect on consumer i's welfare is positive or negative it will be smaller the higher

consumer i's marginal utility from contributing is. Consumers who have strong social

sentiments and therefore high marginal utility from contributing have a strong preference

for voluntary contribution over involuntary contribution.

From 2.2-c I know that an increase in one of the consumer's social sentiments will

lead to a welfare increase for all other consumers. This is the case because the consumer

whose social sentiment increases will increase her contribution. Unfortunately, I cannot

make any conclusions about how changes in a consumer's social sentiment would affect

her own welfare. A change in consumer i's social sentiment will cause a shift in her

preferences. Therefore, I cannot compare consumer i's utility before and after the change

in her social sentiment.
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2.3 The Dynamic Model

In the previous section I discussed the effects of changes in consumers' social

sentiments on the total provision of the public good and on consumers' welfare. In this

section I shall theorize how social sentiments evolve over time. In particular, I shall

assume that the social sentiment of each consumer changes from one period to the next

according to an impulse function. I shall show that given some basic assumptions about

consumers' impulse functions there exists at least one equilibrium level of social

sentiments that the community will converge to.

In the proceeding sections I shall assume that the community consists of only two

consumers, consumer 1 and consumer 2, or, equivalently, that the community consists of

two groups of identical consumers.7 Let Hi be the impulse function ofconsumer i, i = 1,

2. Assume that Hi is a function of the total provision of the public good and the

consumer's social sentiment.

(2.26) du/dt = Hi
( Yew, t, u), Ui) i = 1,2

We shall make the following assumptions about the consumers' impulse functions. First,

I shall assume that the impulse function of each consumer is strictly increasing in total

provision of the public good (assumption iv). Increases or improvements in public goods

(such as more schools, more parks, and a better justice system) tend to increase

7 Some ofthe results of the dynamic model also generalize to n identical consumers (consumers with
identical preferences and identical endowments). For instance, our conclusions about the effects ofchanges
in government provision still hold for n identical consumers as long as the provision is financed by a
proportional tax. On the other hand, I cannot guarantee the existence of an equilibrium when income is
redistributed since after the redistribution the consumers will no longer be identical (they will have
different disposable incomes).
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community pride and facilitate interaction amongst members of the community.8 Let Hik

be the derivative of the impulse function with respect to its kth argument, k = 1, 2.

Additionally, assume that the impulse function is decreasing in the consumer's social

sentiment (assumption v). Therefore, if consumer i's social sentiment increases but the

total provision of the public good remains constant, then the change in consumer i's

social sentiment would decrease. Without assumption v the dynamic model would be

unstable because for some high levels of Y ai will continue to increase indefInitely and

for some low levels ofY ai will continue to decrease indefinite1y.9

(v) Wz « 0 i = 1,2

Consumers are assumed to be myopic10, which means that they do not consider how

social sentiments will change in future periods when they decide how to allocate their

resources in a given period. Assuming that consumers are myopic is reasonable because

people do not generally consider how a given action in the present will change their

attitudes or emotions in the future.

8 With one composite public good I can think of an iucrease iu the total provision of the good as an iucrease
iu the quantity or an iucrease iu the quality ofthe good.
9 Assumption v implies that if consumer i's social sentiment iucreases then the total provision ofthe public
good must also be higher to keep consumer l's social sentiment constant over time. To see why this is the
case let (Y', ex;') be some combiuatlon ofY and ex; such that If(Y', ex;') ~ O. Given assumptions iv and v, iu
order to maiutaiu ex; constant over time, that is have If(Y, ex;) ~ 0, I must have a higher level ofY for a
higher level of ex;.
10 This assumption is also made by Van Dijk and Van Wiuden (1997).
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Next, I find the combinations ofal and az that will keep al growing at a constant rate

of x, [HI = x] locus, and the combinations of a I and az that will keep az growing at a

constant rate of x, [HZ = x] locus. Let daz/dal.L HI = x be the slope of the [HI = x] locus

and daz/dal.L HZ = x be the slope of the [Hz = x] locus in (al, az) space. I can find

daz/dal.L HI = x and daz/dal.L HZ = x by setting the impulse functions equal to x and

applying the implicit function theorem. Define Xi = - Hil/Hiz. Xi> 0 since H\ > 0, by

assumption iv, and Hiz < 0, by assumption v.

(2.27) daz/daJ.L HI = x = (X1
- BY/Bal ) /BY/Baz

(2.28) daz/da[.L HZ = x = BYlOal / (Xz - BY/Baz)

Of a particular interest are the combinations of a I and az that will keep a I constant, [HI

= 0] locus, and the combinations of al and az that will keep az constant, [HZ = 0] locus.

Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 characterize the shape of the [HI = 0] and [HZ = 0] loci.

Lemma 1: Given assumptions i through v:

(Ll-a) As the social sentiment of consumer i, i = 1, 2, approaches infinity or negative

infinity the marginal change in total provision of the public good due to a unit change in

consumer i's social sentiment approaches zero.

(2.29) lim a;-7 00 BY/Ba; =0 i = 1,2

(2.30) lim a;-7 - 00 BY/Bai = 0 i = 1,2
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(Ll-b) As the social sentiment of consumer i, i = 1, 2, approaches infinity or negative

infinity the marginal change in the total provision of the public good due to a unit change

in consumer j's social sentiment,j = 1,2, j '" i, approaches zero.

(2.31) lim ac? co BY/Baj = 0 i =1, 2;j = 1, 2;j '" i

(2.32) lim ac? - co BY/Baj = 0 i = 1,2; j = 1,2; j '" i

Proof: Define W as the total endowment. With two consumers, W = Wj + W2. Y cannot

be smaller than 0 or larger than W, 0 :::;; Y:::;; W. From Proposition 2.1, BY/ooi ;;>: 0 at all

levels of ai. Therefore, there must exist some Y*, y* :::;; W, such that:

(2.33) lim ai -7 co Y(w, 't, ai, aj) = y* i = 1,2; j = 1, 2; j '" i

If not, then for Y(w, 't, ai, aj) = W there will exist some ai', ai' > ai, such that Y(w, 't, ai',

aj) > Y(w, t, ai, aj), which cannot be true since it implies that Y(w, t, ai' aj) > W.

BY/Bai and BY/ooj must approach zero as ai approaches infinity. Otherwise, Y> y* for

some sufficiently high ai or aj.

(2.34) lima; -7 co BY/Bu; = 0 i = 1,2

(2.35) lim ai -7 co BY/ooj = 0 i = 1, 2;j = 1, 2;j '" i

There must also exist some Y', Y' ;;>: 0, such that:

(2.36) lima; -7 - co Y(w, t ai, aj) = Y' i = 1, 2;j = 1, 2;j '" i
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If not then for Y(w, 't, ai, aj) = 0 there will exist some ai", ai" < aj, such that Y(w, 't, ai",

aj) < Y(w, t, aj, aj), which cannot be true since it implies that Y(w, t, a;", aj) < O.

8Y/8ai and 8Y/8a.j must approach zero as aj approaches negative infinity. Otherwise, Y

< Y' for some sufficiently small ai or aj-

(2.37) limai 7 - 00 8Y/8a.i = 0 i = 1,2

(2.38) limai 7 - 00 8Y/8aj = 0 i = 1, 2;j = I, 2;j;c i 0

Now that I showed what happens to the derivative of total provision with respect to al

and a2 at the limits I can show what happens to the slopes of the [HI = 0] and [H2
= 0]

loci as a1 or a2 approach infinity or negative infinity. I shall make the additional

assumptions that Xi that does not become infinitely large when ai approaches infinity or

negative infinity, assumptions (vi) and (vii).

(vi) lim ai ---+ 00 Xi < 00 i = 1, 2

(vii) lim ai ---+ _ 00 Xi < 00 i = 1,2

From assumptions (iv) and (v), Xi must be strictly positive. Therefore, given assumptions

(vi) and (vii), 0 < lim ai ---+ 00 Xi < 00 and 0 < lim aj ---+ _ 00 Xi < 00.

Lemma 2: Given assumptions i through vii:

(L2-a) The slope of the [HI = 0] locus approaches infinity as consumer I's social

sentiment approaches infinity or negative infinity in (aI, (2) space.

(2.39) lim al 700 da2/datl_ H1= 0 = 00
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(L2-b) The slope of the [Hz = 0] locus approaches zero as consumer 2's social sentiment

approaches infInity or negative infInity in (a., az) space.

(2.41) lim az -7 00 da:JdalJ.. HZ = 0 = 0

(2.42) lim az -7 - 00 daZ/dalJ.. HZ = 0 = 0

Proof: From (2.27) lim al ---» 00 daz/dalJ.. HI = 0 = (lim al ---» 00 Xl - lim al ---» 00

8Y/8al ) /lim al ---» 00 8Y/8az. From Lemma 1, lim al ---» 00 8Y/8al =al ---» 00 8Y/oo2=

O. Therefore, lim al ---» 00 daz/dalJ.. HI = 0 = (lim ai ---» 00 Xi - 0)10 = 00. Similarly, lim al

---» - 00 da2/dajJ.. Hi = 0 = (lim al ---» - 00 Xl - lim al ---» - 00 8Y/8al) /lim al ---» - 00

8Y/8a2 = (lim ai ---» - 00 Xi - 0)/0 = 00.

By the same logic, from (2.28), lim a2 -7 00 da2/dalJ.. H2 = 0 = 0/( lim a2 ---» 00

l - 0) = 0 and lim az -7 - 00 daz/dalJ.. HZ = 0 = 0/( lim az ---» - 00 XZ
- 0) = O. 0

We are fInally ready to characterize the equilibria of the community. I will only discuss a

community with a single equilibrium. A community with multiple equilibria is discussed

in Appendix 2B.

Proposition 2.3: Given assumptions i through vii, there exists an equilibrium level of

social sentiments that the community will converge to.
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Proof: It follows from Lemma 2 that the [HI = 0] and [H2 = 0] loci must intersect one

another at least once. From Lemma 2 the slope of the [H2 = 0] locus must approach zero

when U2 approaches infinity and when U2 approaches negative infinity and the slope of the

[HI = 0] locus must approach infinity when UI approaches infinity and negative infmity.

Since [HI = 0] is vertical when Ul approaches infinity or negative infinity and [H2 = 0] is

horizontal when U2 approaches infmity or negative infmity they must intersect at least

once.

At any point left of the [HI = 0] locus UI will increase and at any point to the right of

the [HI = 0] locus UI will decrease over time. Similarly, at any point above the [H2 = 0]

locus U2 will decrease and at any point below the [H2
= 0] locus U2 will increase over time.

Given the dynamics of the model, if the two loci only intersect once the intersection will be

a globally stable equilibrium as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 0

[H2
= 0]

Figure 2.1: A Community with One Equilibrium
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Figure 2.1 shows the [HI = 0] and [H2 = 0] loci in (al, (2) space. If there is only a single

equilibrium it must be globally stable. (The community will converge to that equilibrium

regardless of the level of social sentiments it starts with.)

Thus far I assigned no meaning to the values of aI' and a2. I can better explain how

communities develop by adding the assumption that when the consumers' social

sentiments are zero they do not derive any enjoyment from contributing. Suppose two

consumers (or groups of identical consumers) who have no social ties with one another

decide to form a community in order to jointly provide a public good. Suppose that when

the community is formed both of the consumers' social sentiments equal zero. As long as

private provision is positive in Nash equilibrium with zero social sentiments then the

community would build towards a new equilibrium, such as the one shown in Figure 2.1,

with positive levels of social sentiments. 11 I def~e a building community as a community

in which the social sentiments increase over time and, as a result, private provision

increases. Since 8Y/Oa.i > 0 from proposition 2.1 the equilibrium that the community

builds to will have a higher private provision than the Nash equilibrium with zero social

sentiments.

Changes in endowments and government provision will alter the location of the

equilibrium. If the resulting equilibrium were to the Northeast of the initial equilibrium in

(al, (2) space it would have higher levels of social sentiments and, consequently, higher

private provision. Conversely, if the resulting equilibrium were to the Southwest of the

initial equilibrium it would have lower levels of social sentiments and lower private

II Both conswners would contribute a positive amount to the provision of the public good even when their
social sentiments are zero because their utility function is quasi-concave over the total provision ofthe
public good by assumption ii.
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provision. Hereinafter, when I compare two equilibria I will refer to the equilibrium with

higher social sentiments as the higher-contributions equilibrium and to the equilibrium

with lower social sentiments as the lower-contributions equilibrium.

In order to analyze the effects of changes in endowments and government policy

define the short-run as the period immediately following a change in government

provision or endowment and the long run as the period after the community settles on a

new equilibrium. Suppose that consumer l's endowment increases. From proposition 2.1

I know that an increase in any of the consumers' endowments will increase the total

provision of the public good. By assumptions iv and v, higher total provision requires

higher levels of social sentiments in order to keep social sentiments constant over time.

Therefore, the increase in consumer I's endowment will shift the [HI = 0] locus and the

[H2
= 0] locus outwards as illustrated in Figure 2.2.12 In the long run the community will

build towards a higher-contributions equilibrium with higher private provision.

12 I can determine the direction ofthe shift in the [H' = 01 locus by establishing how ct2 must change when
Y increases. Since H'(y(w, t, ct), ct,) = 0 along the [H' =01 locus, then ifY increases for some reason than
ct, must decrease to in order to keep Y(w, t, ct) constant. Therefore, an increase in endowment or taxes will
shift the [H' = 01 locus down (or outwards). Similarly, since H2(y(w, t, ct), ct,) = 0 along the [H' = 01 locus
then ifY increases ctj must decrease (thus shifting the locus to the left or outwards) to keep Y the same.
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Figure 2.2: Effect of Increase in Endowments or Government Provision

If consumer i's endowment increases consumer j, j = 1, 2, j * i, will decrease his

allocation in the short-run. However, as the community builds towards a higher-

contributions equilibrium consumer j's social sentiment will increase and he will increase

his allocation compared to his short-run allocation. If the change between consumer j's

allocation in the short-run and the long run exceeds the decrease in his allocation in the

short-run, then an increase in consumer i's endowment will cause a net increase in

consumer j's allocation in the long run.

On the other hand, if either of the consumers' endowments decreases the total

provision of the public good would fall. The decrease in Y will cause the [HI = 0] and

[H2 = 0] loci to shift inwards. As a result the community will deteriorate towards a lower-

contributions equilibrium. A community in this paper is said to be deteriorating if the

social sentiments of the community's members decrease over time and, as a result,

private provision falls.
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From proposition 2.2 I know that an increase in either of the consumers'

endowments will make both consumers better off in the short-run. Since an increase in

either of the consumers' endowments will cause the community to build towards a

higher-contributions equilibrium it may lead to further increases in consumers' welfare in

the long run. Conversely, a decrease in either of the consumers' endowments will make

both consumers worse off in the short-run and may lead to further decreases in their

welfare in the long run.
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2.4 Government Policy

In section 2.3 I show that there exists at least one equilibrium level of social

sentiments that the community converges to in the long run. In this section I discuss how

government policy affects the total provision of the public good and welfare in a

community of impurely altruistic agents. I focus our attention on increases in government

provision and on income redistribution.

Warr (1982) and Roberts (1984) demonstrate that when consumers are purely altruistic

government provision will completely crowd out private provision. Therefore, increases in

government provision will not change the total provision of the public good unless private

provision is zero. Warr (1983) also shows that redistributing income amongst consumers

will not affect the total provision of the public good.

When consumers are impurely altruistic, as is assumed in this paper, government

provision only partially crowds out private provision. In this section I will show that

under certain circumstances, government provision can crowd in, or increase, private

provision in the long run by strengthening the social sentiments of the community's

members. I will also demonstrate that the government can increase the total provision of

the public good by redistributing income from more impurely altruistic consumers to less

impurely altruistic consumers. I begin the section by showing that private charity alone

will under-provide the public good and therefore there may be a justification for

government intervention.

Samuelson (1954) shows that when consumers are purely altruistic private markets

under-provide public goods. Impurely altruistic consumers will also under-provide public

goods under voluntary-contributions mechanism. Rearranging the first order conditions

of the utility maximization problem, equation (2.7), I find that Ui
2/Ui1 + Ui

31l.;i I = I.
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Vi
3/{il is consumer i's Marginal Rate of Substitution of the public good for the private

good, denoted as MRS iy, and V i2/Ui, is consumer i's Marginal Rate of Substitution ofher

contribution for the private good, denoted as MRSi
,. Recall that the Marginal Rate of

Transformation, MRT, is one by assumption. Therefore, under voluntary-contributions

mechanism:

In a community with two consumers and no govermnent provision the Pareto optimal

level of contributions is the level that maximizes Vi, i = 1,2, subject to the constraint Vi, j

= 1,2, j of' i, equals some level of utility u.

(2.44) Max View - sj, Sj, Sj + si) s.t. dew - Sj, Sj, Sj + Sj) = u i = I, 2;j = 1,2; i of' j

From the first order conditions the Pareto optimal level of Si solves the following

equation.

(2.45) MRS iy + MRSi
, + MRSjy = MRT i = 1, 2;j = 1,2; i of' j

Since V i
2 and V i

3 decreases with increases in Sj by assumption of quasi-concavity, the

level of consumer j's contribution that solves (2.43) must be smaller than the level that

solves (2.45). Therefore, consumer i contributes less than the Pareto optimal amount.

She contributes less than is Pareto optimal because she does not account for the positive
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externality that her contribution brings to other consumers by increasing the total

provision of the public good.

From Proposition 2.2 I know that an increase in govermnent provision, financed by a

proportional tax, may increase or decrease the welfare of a given consumer in the short

run. However, the effects of changes in government provision on private provision and

welfare are different in the long run than in the short-run. The differences in the effects of

government provision between the short-run and the long run are summarized in

Proposition 2.4.

Proposition 2.4: Given assumptions i through vii:

(2.4-a) An increase in government provision will increase the total provision ofthe public

good in the long run by more than it increases it in the short-run.

(2.4-b) An increase in government provision can cause a net increase inprivate provision

in the long run. Thus, government provision can crowd in private provision in the long

run.

Proof: From Proposition 2.1 I know that an increase in government provision will

increase the total provision of the public good in the short-run. An increase in total

provision will shift the [HI
= 0] and [H2 = 0] loci outwards, as shown in Figure 2.2. As a

result the community will move to a new, higher-contributions equilibrium with higher

private provision. Part 2.4-b immediately follows from part 2.4-a. An increase in

government provision will crowd in (or increase) private provision in the long run if and

only if the increase in private provision in the long run exceeds the decrease in private

provision that occurs in the short-run because of crowding out. 0
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Therefore, if consumers are impurely altruistic, not only does an increase in government

provision only partially crowds out private provision in the short-run, but it may actually

crowd in private provision in the long run. The community's government must therefore

consider both the short-run and the long run ramifications ofits fiscal policy.

From (2.25) I learn that an increase in government provision financed by a vector of

taxes t, t = [tJ, ... , tn], may increase or decrease the welfare of a given conswner i.

Therefore, an increase in government provision may not be Pareto improving in the short-

run. However, an increase in government provision will also increase the social

sentiments of the community's members in the long run. From Proposition 2.2 I know

that an increase in one of the conswners' social sentiments will increase the welfare of

other conswners. When the social sentiments of both conswners increase simultaneously

I cannot make any conclusions about the welfare of either conswner because changes in

the conswners' social sentiments alters their preferences. However, it is possible that an

increase in government provision will make all the conswners better off in the long run

even if it decreases the utility of some of the conswners in the short-run.13 Note that as

the community builds towards a higher-contributions equilibriwn not only does the total

provision of the public good increase but consumers also derive more enjoyment from

contributing.

13 I cannot conclude how consumers' utility is going to change in the long run as a result of changes in
government policy because the consumers' preferences change as their social sentiments evolve. However,
I can conclude that the consumers' welfare increase if their utility in the long run is higher than before the
change in government policy regardless ofwhether they have the old level of social sentiments or the new
level ofsocial sentiments. fu other words, a consumer's welfare clearly increases if she prefers the new
levels ofthe private good, public good and contribution even ifher social sentiment does not change. This
may be case if the public good is under-provided in the short-run since the total provision of the public
good will increase in the long run.
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Increasing government provision is one way in which the government can increase the

total provision of the public good, but it is not the only way. The government can also

increase private provision by redistributing income from the more impurely altruistic

consumer to the less impurely altruistic consumer. 14

Without loss of generality suppose that the government redistributes income between

the two consumers by taxing consumer I a lump-sum amount of d't and reducing

consumer 2's tax by d't. I only discuss an income transfer in which the government taxes

one consumer and gives the other consumer a tax credit. However, decreasing consumer

I's endowment by some amount dw and increasing the other consumer by a lump-sum

payment of dw will have an identical effect. ls The net change in the total provision of the

public good is:

(2.46) fJY/d't = fJYlmj - fJYlmz

Substituting BY/mj = CJ3i from (2.17) for i = I, 2, and rearranging:

(2.47) fJYlm = C(J3I - J3z)

Recall from (2.17) that J3i = t'2/(f\ + t'2). J3i is a measure of how impurely altruistic

consumer i is. If consumer i derives no enjoyment for contributing (t'2 = 0) then J3i = O.

The more enjoyment consumer i derives from contributing (the higher t'z) the higher J3i is.

I4 This assertion was made, but not proven, by Andreoni (1989).
15 From (16) OYIBwi = c:y; where y; ~ 1\/(t\ + f 2). If! reduce consumer I's income by dw and transfer the
amount as a lump-sum payment to consumer 2 the net effect on Y would be c[1",/(1", + 1"2) - t\/(t\ +
t"',)]dw. Adding and subtracting I, dY/dw = c[(1 - f' .1(1\ + f'2)) - ( I - 1",/(1", + 1"2))] SimplifYing, dY/dw
~ C(f31 - 13,). This result is identical to (47).
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Since c > 0 and Pi ;:>: 0 the transfer will cause an increase (decrease) in the total provision

of the public good if 131 is larger (smaller) than P2. On the other hand, if PI = P2 the

transfer will have no net effect on the total provision of the public good. Without loss of

generality, suppose that 13] > 132. If the government taxes the more impurely altruistic

consumer (consumer I) and gives a tax credit to the less impurely altruistic consumer

(consumer 2) it will cause a net increase in the total provision ofthe public good.

To understand why transferring income to the less impurely altruistic consumer

would increase private provision suppose that consumer 2 was purely altruistic (132 = 0)

but consumer I was impurely altruistic (131 > 0). Since consumer I sees government

provision and her own contribution as imperfect substitutes she will increase her

allocation when the government increases the tax levied on her. On the other hand,

consumer 2 sees government provision and his contributing as perfect substitutes.

Therefore, when the government reduces his tax by some amount he will increase his

contribution by the same amount leaving his allocation unchanged. Consequently, private

provision will increase as a result of consumer I increasing her allocation and consumer 2

not changing his.

The government can therefore increase private provision by taxing the more

impurely altruistic consumer and transferring the money to the less impurely altruistic

consumer (using a tax credit or a lump-sum payment). From Proposition 2.2, an increase

in the tax levied on consumer i will reduce her utility in the short-run. Nonetheless,

shifting income to the less impurely altruistic consumer will increase the total provision

of the public good and will shift the community to a higher-contributions equilibrium in

the long run. Although I cannot make any direct conclusions about how consumers'

welfare will be affected, I conclude that in the long run consumers will enjoy a higher
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total provision of the public good and will derive more utility from contributing.

Therefore, it is possible that a redistribution of income will leave all the consumers better

off in the long run.

This paper expands our perspective on the role of govermnents. A community's

govermnent should consider both the short-run and the long run ramifications of its fiscal

policy. Even when a change in govermnent policy leaves some consumers worse off in

the short-run, in the long run all the consumers may end up better off as their social

sentiments improve. I can also show that an increase in govermnent provision is more

effective (leads to a larger increase in the total provision of the public good) if the

govermnent levies higher taxes on consumers that are more impurely altruistic. Suppose

that the government chooses a vector of taxes 't. From (2.17) the resulting change in total

provision of the public good is:

n

(2.48) dY = c L l3id'tj i = 1, ... , n
i=1

Government provision will have a larger effect on the total provision ofthe public good if

it sets a higher tax for more impurely altruistic consumers (consumers with higher (3s).

However, from (2.25), the more impurely altruistic consumer i is (the higher Ui
2) the

more she would suffer from an increase in the tax levied on her. The community's

govermnent therefore faces a dilemma. Levying a higher tax on the more impurely

altruistic consumers will lead to a larger increase in the total provision of the public good.

However, in the short-run the more impurely altruistic consumers would suffer more

from an increase in their tax.
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2.5 Concluding Remarks

There is substantial evidence that consumers have some sort of social sentiments

and therefore derive utility from contributing. Although several authors argue that

consumers have social sentiments there is little discussion in the literature on how these

sentiments evolve. I assume that public goods playa role in increasing consumers' social

sentiment. Public goods tend to facilitate interaction amongst community members and

increase their community identity. For instance, a good education system can help

members of a community develop important social values and become better citizens. A

fair and effective justice system can help members of the community peacefully resolve

their conflicts. A recreational park allows consumers to engage in group activities that

may strengthen their social ties.

We show that given some basic assumptions about consumers' preferences, an

increase in consumers' endowments, taxes or social sentiments will increase the total

provision of the public good. I also show that, given the assumptions of the model, there

exists at least one equilibrium level of social sentiments that the community will

converge to. In a two-person community, an increase in one of the consumers'

endowments will move the community to a higher-contributions equilibrium and may

lead the other consumer to increase his contribution in the long run.

If consumers are impurely altruistic, an increase in government provision (via lump

sum income taxes) will not completely crowd out private provision in the short-run.

Furthermore, government provision can potentially increase, or crowd in, private

provision in the long run by increasing the total provision of the public good and

strengthening the social sentiments of the community's members. The government can
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also increase the total provision of the public good by taxing the more impurely altruistic

consumer and transferring the money to the less impurely altruistic consumer. Such a

redistribution of income will cause the community to build towards a higher-

contributions equilibrium and may increase the welfare of all the consumers in the long

run. Additionally, I show that an increase in government provision would lead to a higher

increase in the total provision of the public good if the government levies higher taxes on

more impurely altruistic consumers.

There are, however, at least two objections against the government levying a

disproportionably higher tax on more impurely altruistic consumers. First, impurely

altruistic consumers will suffer more from the tax then purely altruistic consumers

because purely altruistic consumers would more readily reduce their contributions in

response to the tax. Secondly, if consumers knew that the government determined the tax

levied on them based on how impurely altruistic they were they would have the incentive

to hide their true preferences. In particular, consumers may opt to reduce their

contributions since it would signal to the government that they do not derive much

enjoyment from contributing.16

The paper expands our view on the role of the government. A government should

consider both the short-run and the long run effects of its policy on consumers' social

sentiments and welfare. Generally, a government should help the community build by

strengthening the social sentiments of its members. The community's government can do

so by providing public goods that promote positive interaction amongst members of the

community and raise community pride.

16 If the two consumers are identical in all respects except for their marginal utility from contributing, the
consumer with the higher marginal utility from contributing would choose a higher level of contribution.
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In this paper I assume that there is one public good. However, different public goods

serve different purposes. Public goods can be classified into one or more of three

categories depending on the way in which they serve the community. Some public goods,

such as public parks and roads, are directly consumed by members of the community.

Other public goods such as charity and biodiversity are not directly consumed by most of

the community's members. However, consumers may still derive utility from

contributing resources to the provision of these goods because they have some

sentimental value. Other public goods such as a justice system help increase consumers'

social sentiments by facilitating interaction between consumers and increasing

community identity. Logically, many public goods fall under more than one of these

categories. Future research can offer additional discussion about how these different

types of public goods affect the community and what is the optimal provision of each

type of public goods.
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Chapter 3

Intragroup Interaction in a Public Goods Experiment

With Nested Exchanges

3.1 Introduction

Most public goods experiments investigate how individuals allocate resources

between their private consumption and a single group exchange. However, most people

are members of multiple groups. In many cases, individuals can provide public goods

through a large, global group, or through a smaller, local group that is nested within the

global group. For example, most people live in a neighborhood (a local group) that is a

part of a city (a global group). Each resident must decide not only how much ofher time,

money, and other resources to share with others, but also which group to contribute her

resources to. Typically, residents can contribute resources to their neighborhood

association or to their city council to support the provision of certain public goods such as

public parks or recreational facilities. Contributions made to the city council generally

benefit all of the city's residents. On the other hand, contributions made to neighborhood

associations typically only benefit members of that neighborhood.

In general, the marginal benefit for the contributor from contributing to a large group

is lower than the marginal benefit from contributing to a smaller group because the

benefits of the contribution are distributed amongst more individuals. However, the
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potential benefit from providing a public good via a larger group can be greater since

more individuals can contribute to the exchange. I?

Consider, for instance, the example of a public park. If a resident contributes a dollar

to the provision of a municipal park her marginal benefit is likely to be smaller than if she

contributes a dollar to a neighborhood park because of congestion (more people use a

municipal parks than neighborhood parks), because the municipal park is likely to be

further away from her residence, and so on. However, since there are more people living

in a city than in any single neighborhood within the city, the potential benefit of having

all of the city's residents contribute resources to a municipal park is probably greater than

having them contribute to small neighborhood parks. Therefore, when individuals can

contribute to a global exchange or to a local exchange that is nested within the global

exchange, one expects that the local exchange would have a higher marginal benefit and

the global exchange would have a higher potential benefit.

We report a public goods experiment in which participants allocated tokens between

a private exchange, a local exchange, and a global exchange. Contributions made to the

private exchange only benefited the contributor. Contributions made to the local

exchange only benefited members of the contributor's local group, which consisted of 4

participants and had a marginal payoff of .6. Marginal payoff is defmed as the return

from a token that is contributed to the group exchange over the return from a token that is

kept in the participant's private exchange. Finally, contributions made to the global

exchange benefited all the members of the global group and had a marginal payoff of .4.

The global group consisted of the contributor's local group and another local group and,

17 The potential benefit refers to the highest benefit that members of the group can receive if they contribute
the optimal amount of resources to the public exchange.
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therefore, had 8 members. The global exchange had a lower marginal payoff than the

local exchange. However, since the global group was larger than the local group the

global exchange had a higher potential payoff than the local exchange. Potential payoff is

defined as the highest payoff that participants can receive from an exchange.18

To the best of our knowledge, no prior research has investigated participants'

allocation decisions when they can choose to allocate their resources between a global

exchange and a nested local exchange. I use the unique design of this experiment to

answer two important questions. The first question is whether participants prefer to

contribute to a small, local exchange with a relatively high marginal payoff or to a larger,

global exchange with a lower marginal payoff but a higher potential payoff. Answering this

question will give us insight as to whether individuals prefer to provide public goods

through small exchanges or through large exchanges. The second question is how

intragroup interaction, i.e., interaction amongst members of each local group, affects

participants' allocation decisions. Oftentimes, individuals only interact with members of

their local group because communication within a larger group is too costly or difficult

(Brewer and Schneider 1990). Additionally, individuals are more likely to know others in

their local group than members ofother local groups.

We investigate whether participants act in a way that is individual rational, group

rational, or collectively rational, terms that Bomstein (1992) uses in reference to

Intergroup Prisoner Dilemma (IPD) and Intergroup Public Goods (IPG) games. 19 The

18 Since each participant in our experiment was given 25 tokens and there were 8 participants in
the global group and 4 participants in each local group, the potential payoffofthe global
exchange was 80 and the potential payoff of the local exchange was 60.
19 fu IPD and IPG games members ofeach group compete over a prize. fu an IPG the group that has more
contributors wins the prize; whereas, in an IPD game tbe payoffto each group depends on the difference in
the number of contributors between the groups. In both games, contributing is costly for the contributor;
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individual rational strategy for each participant is to allocate her tokens to the private

exchange because doing so maximizes her payoff no matter what the other participants

do. The group rational outcome is for participants to contribute all their tokens to the

local exchange because doing so maximizes the combined payoff of the local group

(defined as the total payoff summed across members of the group) no matter what

members of the other local group do. The collectively rational outcome for each

participant is to contribute all her tokens to the global exchange because doing so

maximizes the combined payoff of all the participants.

If participants are self-serving I would expect them to keep all their tokens in the

private exchange. However, researchers have shown that most participants in public

goods experiments contribute tokens to the group exchange even when the dominant

strategy is to contribute nothing (Marwell and Ames 1981; Schneider and Pominerehne

1981; and elsewhere). Furthermore, the average contribution to the group exchange

remains positive, albeit smaller, even if the game is repeated (Isaac, Walker and Thomas

1984; Isaac, McCue and Plott 1985; Andreoni 1995a), or if the participants gain

experience (Marwell and Ames 1980; Palfrey and Prisbrey 1997). Therefore, I expect

participants to contribute some of their tokens to the group exchanges. I am interested in

finding which exchange participants contribute more tokens to.

When participants are not permitted to interact, one expects that their allocation

decisions would be guided by their preferences over the different characteristics of each

exchange. If participants contribute more tokens to the local exchange it indicates that

they are more concerned with the marginal payoffof the exchange. On the other hand, if

therefore, each participant may have an incentive not to contribute, even though contributing can
benefit the group. For more details about these games see Bomstein (1992, p. 598).
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participants contribute more tokens to the global exchange it indicates that they are more

concerned with the potential payoff of the exchange.2o

Both the marginal payoff and the potential payoff of group exchanges were shown to

positively affect the average contribution to the group exchange. Marwell and Ames

(1979), Isaac, Walker and Thomas (1984), and Isaac, McCue and Plott (1985) all report

that participants in sessions with a high marginal payoff contribute more than participants

in sessions with a low marginal payoff. Kim and Walker (1984) and Brown-Kruse and

Hummels (1993) demonstrate that participants increase (decrease) their contributions

when their marginal payoff is increased (decreased) during the experiment. Fisher et al.

(1995) also show that participants who are assigned a high marginal payoff contribute

more than participants who are assigned a low marginal payoff in the same group.

Several research papers also suggest that individuals positively respond to an

increase in the potential payoff of the group exchange. Isaac and Walker (1988a) show

that increasing the group size from 4 to 10 participants slightly increases average

contribution. Isaac, Walker and Williams (1994) find that groups of 40 participants

contribute a larger portion of their tokens than groups of 4 or 10 participants. Ceteris

paribus, an increase in the number of participants increases the potential payoff of the

exchange. Goeree, Holt and Laury (2002) provide further evidence that participants care

about the impact of their contribution and the potential payoff of the group exchange.

They show that participants increase their contributions to the group exchange when the

external return of their contribution (the return to others) is increased but the internal

20 Although I only refer to the potential payoff of the global exchange, I recognize that there are
other important phenomena that occur when the group size increases which may lead participants
to contribute more tokens to the global exchange. For instance, participants may prefer to
contribute to the global exchange because a token contributed to the global exchange positively
impacts more individuals.
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return (the return to the contributor) is held constant. Increasing the external return

increases the potential payoffof the exchange.

The second question that I am interested in answering is how varying the degree of

intragroup interaction affects the participants' allocation decisions. Our experiment

consists of three treatments. In the first treatment, participants do not interact and do not

know who the other members of their local group are. In the second treatment, members

of each local group are introduced to one another but are not permitted to communicate.

In the third treatment, members of each local group are introduced to one another and are

permitted to communicate every period before making their allocation decisions.

I have reasons to speculate that introducing members of each local group to one

another would lead participants to reduce their allocations to the private exchange.

Dawes, McTavish and Shaklee (1977), Brown-Kruse and Hummels (1993), and Solow and

Kirkwood (2002) show that group identity increases contributions to the group exchange

in public goods experiments. Kramer and Brewer (1984) and Brewer and Kramer (1986)

find that individuals show more restraint in the consumption of a common resource when

they are identified as a part of a group. Schram and Sonnemans (1996) also find that

group identity increases voting participation in a controlled environment.

Campbell (1958) argues that grouping individuals into reference groups enhances

cooperation amongst members of each group. Group introduction may lead participants to

consider members of their local group as part of their in-group (the group with whom

they best identify) and members of the other group as part of their out-group. Brewer

(1979) argues that anything that increases the perceptual difference between an

individual's in-group and out-group is likely to increase the individual's tendency to
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cooperate with members of their in-group. Therefore, group introduction may lead

participants to increase their contributions to the local exchange.

It is also possible that a group introduction, such as the one used in this experiment, will

have no effect on participants' allocation decisions. Eckel and Grossman (2001) find that

merely introducing members of each group to one another in a public goods experiment

does not increase their contributions to the group exchange. Although, their findings might

only apply to public goods experiments with one exchange.

Our experiment also investigates the effects of intragroup communication

(communication amongst members of each local group) on participants' allocation

decisions. Participants in the third treatment were allowed three minutes of unstructured,

non-binding communication at the beginning of each decision period. Isaac, McCue and

Plott (1985), Isaac and Walker (1988b), Cason and Khan (1999), and others show that

allowing participants to communicate increases their contributions. Orbell, van de Kragt

and Dawes (1988) explain that communication may increase group identity, increase

trust, promote a norm of cooperation, and give participants an opportunity to make

promises regarding their contributions.

The interesting question is whether intragroup communication leads participants to

commit to contribute to the local exchange or to the global exchange. Bomstein et al.

(1989), and Bomstein, Winter and Goren (1996) find that intragroup communication

tends to create more competition between groups in IPD and IPG game.21 Bomstein and

Yaniv (1998) argue that groups tend to be more 'rational', meaning self-serving, than

individuals in an ultimatum game. Insko et al. (1994) argue that groups tend to be more

competitive than individuals in prisoner's dilemma games. Intragroup communication

21 See endnote 3 for more information about IPD and IPG games
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may create trust and a sense of identity amongst members of each local group.

Consequently, participants may view members of their local group as part of their in

group (whom they can identify with and trust) and view members of the other local group

as part of their out-group. If this were the case, I would expect communication to increase

contributions to the local exchange.

However, groups in lPG, IPD and ultimatum games compete over a given prize;

therefore, allowing each group to communicate and coordinate its action is likely to

intensify intergroup competition. In contrast, in our experiment each local group is a part

of the global group, and the groups have the option of sharing resources instead of having

to compete over them. FUlthennore, each participant is a part of both a local group and

the global group. If participants consider themselves a part of a global group, then

allowing intragroup communicate may lead participants to increase their contributions to

the global exchange.

Braver and Wilson (1986) find that allowing participants to communicate within

small subgroups in a point-provision public goods experiment with a single group

exchange increases contributions. Therefore,. intragroup communication may lead

participants to make commitments to contribute to the global exchange. In fact, Goren

and Bomstein (2000) fmd that in an IPD games "in some cases, intragroup

communication eliminated individual participation and rewarded the members of both

teams with the mutually cooperative outcome, but in other cases it intensified the

intergroup conflict."
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3.2 Experimental Design and Procedures

Participants in the experiment were students from the University of Hawaii at

Manoa who were solicited from various undergraduate classes. All the students who

signed up for the experiment and arrived on time were paid a $S show up fee. The first

eight students to arrive were randomly assigned to one of two local groups. Each

participant participated in one of three treatments: No Interaction (NI), Group Identity

(GI), or Continuous Communication (CC).

Participants in the NI treatment were not allowed to communicate with one another

and did not know who the other members of their local group were. Participants in the GI

treatment were introduced to other members of their local group but were not allowed to

communicate. Participants in the CC treatment were introduced to other members of their

local group and were permitted to communicate with them at the beginning of each

decision period. I repeated each treatment four times in separate sessions. Each student

was only allowed to participate in one session ofone treatment.

Once the participants arrived at the laboratory, they were seated facing away from

each other. I instructed participants not to communicate with one another (except during

the communication sessions in the CC treatment) and told them that I would reduce their

earnings if they communicated. I gave each participant a copy of the instructions for the

experiment (provided in Appendix 3B) and read them out loud. By reading the

instructions out loud I assured that the rules of the experiment were common knowledge

to all the participants. After the instructions were read, the participants were asked to

complete two exercises in order to make certain that they knew how to calculate their
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payoff from each exchange. I gave participants payoff tables and calculators to help them

calculate their payoffs.

The experiment began after all the participants completed the exercises. 1 first ran

one trial period that did not count towards the participants' earnings. Each session

consisted of one trial period and 10 decision periods. Before the beginning of the first

decision period, participants in the 01 and CC treatments were introduced to other

members of their local group. The local groups were seated in two separate rooms

throughout the introduction. Each participant was asked to state her name, her favorite

food, and one of her hobbies. Other members of the local group were asked to repeat

what the participant said. 1then gave each local group a name, either Red or Blue.

After the introduction, participants in the GI treatment returned to their seat and

began the first decision period. Participants in the CC treatment were allowed to

communicate with one another for three minutes following the introduction. Participants

were told that they could talk about anything they wanted as long as they did not threaten

one another or offer one another side-payments. Participants were also prohibited from

asking other participants about their allocations in previous periods or from volunteering

such information about themselves.

The communication rules were designed to assure that participants in the CC

treatment had the same payoff structure and information as participants in the GI and NI

treatments. An assistant remained with each group to assure that the communication rules

were followed. Participants in the CC treatment were allowed to communicate for 3

minutes at the beginning of every decision period. After each communication session 1

secretly recorded on a form 1 term a communication log whether the group reached an
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agreement. If the group reached an agreement I tried to record how many tokens they

decided to allocate to each exchange. Following each communication session,

participants in the CC treatment returned to their seat where they made their allocation

decisions in private.

During each period participants were asked to divide 25 tokens between their private

exchange, their local exchange, and the global exchange. In order to avoid any framing

effects, discussed in Andreoni (1995b) and Park (2000), the private, local, and global

exchanges were referred to as exchanges A, B, and C respectively in the instructions.

Each token contributed to the private exchange yielded one Experimental Peso (EP) to

the contributor. Each token contributed to the local exchange yielded .6 EP to the

contributor and to the other members of her local group. Each token contributed to the

global exchange yielded .4 EP to the contributor and to other members of the global

group, which included all the participants in the session. At the end of the experiment

participants received 4 cents for every Experimental Peso that they earned.

Had the participants contributed all their tokens to the private exchange, the local

exchange, or the global exchange they would each have earned 25 EP ($1), 60 EP

($2.40), or 80 EP ($3.20) per period respectively. Therefore, the collectively rational

outcome, which yielded the highest combined payoff to all the participants, was for the

participants to contribute all their tokens to the global exchange. However, the individual

rational strategy for each participant was to allocate all her tokens to the private

exchange. Finally, the group rational outcome was for members of each local group to

contribute all their tokens to the local exchange since doing so yielded a combined payoff
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of 240 EP to the group, while contributing all the tokens to the global exchange or private

exchange would have yielded a combined payoff of 160 EP and 100 EP respectively.

Participants were given two minutes each period to decide on their allocations.

They wrote their decisions on slips of paper titled allocation slips. All the allocation slips

were collected and given to an assistant who inputted the data into an Excel spreadsheet.

Excel automatically calculated the payoffs of each participant from each of the three

exchanges. The assistant then wrote the earnings from each exchange, the total earning

for the period, and the cumulative earning up to that period on slips of paper titled

earning slips. I then folded the earning slips and handed each participant her slip.

Earnings were provided in EP, but the participants were informed how to convert

Experimental Pesos into dollars. At the end of the session I paid the participants their

cumulative earnings in cash. To assure that the participants were paid in private I moved

all the participants to a separate room and then brought them back in one by one. I

instructed participants not to discuss their earnings or the experiment's design with

anybody else.
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3.3 Results aud Analysis

The purpose of the experiment was to answer two research questions. The first

research question is whether participants prefer to contribute to a local exchange with a

relatively high marginal payoff or to a global exchange with a lower marginal payoff but

a higher potential payoff. Although I cannot observe the participants' preferences

directly, I can calculate which exchange they contribute more tokens to. Result 1

addresses our first research question. To answer this question I focus our attention on the

NI treatment. Since participants in the NI treatment do not interact with each other, they

are likely to allocate their tokens solely based on their preferences.
>

The second research question is how intragroup interaction (interaction amongst

members of each local group) affects the participants' allocation decisions. The

experiment examines two types of intragroup interaction - group introduction and

unstructured communication. Result 2 reveals how intragroup interaction affects

participants' allocations to the private exchange. Results 3 through 5 provide insight on

how group introduction and communication affected the participants' preference between

the local exchange and the global exchange.

For convenience, I refer to the sum of the contributions made to the local exchange

and the global exchange as the public contribution. Additionally, I divide the data into

two intervals: Time I, periods 1 through 5, and Time 2, periods 6 through 10, in order to

investigate what effects, if any, repetition has on the participants' allocation decisions.

The data is presented in Appendix 3A. Since there is interaction amongst the participants

I treat each sessions (rather than each participant) as a data point when analyzing the data.

I make the following conclusions.
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amount of tokens contributed to the global exchange as a percentage of the participants'

public contribution increased from 55.76% in Time I to 67.05% in Time 2. D

Result 1 indicates that most, although not all, of the participants preferred contributing to

the global exchange over contributing to the local exchange. Most participants in the NI

treatment contributed a larger share of their public contribution to the global exchange,

and that share increased with repetition. Even though the total public contribution

decreased with repetition, as is typical in public goods experiments (e.g., Isaac, Walker

and Thomas 1984), contributions to the global exchange did not decrease with repetition.

This suggests that at least some of the participants were trying to achieve the collectively

rational outcome.

The preferences that the participants exhibited between the two exchanges remained

remarkably stable. 24 out of the 25 participants that contributed a larger share of their

public contribution to the global exchange in Time 1 also contributed more tokens to the

global exchange in Time 2, albeit different amounts. This suggests that participants had a

clear and relatively stable preference between the two exchanges. Nonetheless, it is worth

noting that only one participant in the NI treatment allocated all of his public contribution

to one of the group exchange (the global exchange). Therefore, although most

participants seemed to prefer one group exchange to the other, they still contributed

tokens to both exchanges.

Next, I analyze how intragroup interaction affected the participants' allocation

decisions. I begin by investigating whether the types of interaction that were examined in

the experiment led participants to act less or more selfishly. I do so by analyzing how

many tokens participants allocated to their private exchange in each treatment.
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Result 2: Participants in the CC treatment allocatedfewer tokens on average to the private

exchange than participants in the NI treatment. By contrast, participants in the GI treatment

allocated more tokens on average to the private exchange than participants in the NI treatment.

Figure 3.2: Total Allocation to the Private Exchange (By Session)

Support: On average, participants allocated 36.25% of their tokens to the private

exchange in the NI treatment compared to 14.88% in the CC treatment and 52.41% in the

01 treatment. The average allocation to the private exchange was higher in the four 01

sessions than in any of the four NI sessions (see Figure 3.2). A two-tailed Wilcoxon

Mann-Whitney Test (hereinafter, Wilcoxon Test) rejects the hypothesis that participants in

the 01 treatment allocated the same amount of tokens to the private exchange as

participants in the NI treatment (p = .0143) with a .05 level of significance. Therefore, I

conclude that participants in the 01 treatment allocated more tokens to the private

exchange than participants in the NI treatment.
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The three sessions that had the lowest allocation to the private exchange were ee

sessions (see Figure 3.2). A one-tail Wilcoxon Test rejects the hypothesis that

participants in the ee treatment contributed the same amount of tokens to the private

exchange as participants in the NI treatment (p ~ .0286) with a .05 level of significance.22

I conclude that participants in the ee treatment allocated fewer tokens to the private

exchange than participants in the NI treatment. 0

Allowing participants to conununicate led them to decrease their allocation to the private

exchange. Similarly to other authors, I find that conununication reduces individual

rational behavior. In fact, in sessions ee I, ee2, and ee3 the allocation to the private

exchange fell below 7% ofthe total tokens in Time 2.

On the other hand, group introduction did not lead participants to act less selfishly.

Despite our predictions, participants in the GI treatment allocated more tokens to the

private exchange than participants in the NI treatment. Nonetheless, I am still interested

in finding whether group introduction led participants to contribute a larger proportion of

their public contribution to the local exchange. I therefore compare the percent of the

public contribution that participants in the GI treatment contributed to the local exchange

to the percent of the public contribution that participants in the NI treatment contributed

to the local exchange.

22 I use a one-tailed Wilcoxon Test because I am testing the hypothesis that connnunication reduced
allocation to the private exchange. I have no reason to believe that it would increase allocation to the
private exchange.
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Result 3: The percentage of the public contribution that participants in the GJ treatment

made to the local exchange was not statistically diffrrent from the percentage ofthe public

contribution thatparticipants in the NJ treatment made to the local exchange.

Support: Participants in the or treatment allocated 44.78% oftheir public contribution to

the local exchange, whereas participants in the NI treatment allocated 39.25% of their

public contribution to the local exchange. A two-tailed Wilcoxon Test shows that there is

a .4429 probability that participants in the or treatment allocated the same proportion of

their public contribution to the local exchange as participants in the NI treatment. (The

test was conducted by ranking the sessions based on the percent of public contribution

that the participants contributed to the local exchange.) Since this probability is not

significant at the .05 level, I cannot reject the hypothesis that participants in the or

treatment contributed the same percentage of their public contribution to the local exchange as

participants in the NI treatment. 0

There is little evidence in the data that group introduction increased contributions to the

local exchange. Participants in the or treatment contributed a larger proportion of their

public contribution to the local exchange than participants in the NI treatment, but the

difference is not statistically significant. It is quite possible that group introduction acted

as a signal for participants to contribute more tokens to the local exchange and confused

participants whose initial inclination was to contribute more tokens to the global

exchange. As a result, participants allocated more tokens to the private exchange, which

is the safest alternative because it guarantees the participant the highest minimal return.
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From result 2 I learn that communication led participants to increase their public

contribution and in some cases eliminated free riding altogether. Consequently, I am

interested in examining which of the two group exchanges the participants in the CC

treatment contributed more tokens to. Result 4 provides insight about the patterns of

contributions in the CC session.

Result 4: Participants in the CC treatment contributed a significant amount o/tokens to

the local exchange and a significant but smaller amount o/tokens to the global exchange.

Support: On average, participants in the CC treatment contributed 46.14% of their

tokens to the local exchange and 36.89% of their tokens to the global exchange.

Participants in two of the ce sessions (CCI and eC2) contributed more tokens to the

local exchange, while participants in the other two ec sessions (CC3 and CC4)

contributed more tokens to the global exchange. 0

From observing the communication sessions, I conclude that participants in the ec

treatment generally tried to reach an agreement about their allocations and that they

usually followed their agreements once they made them. Analysis of individual

allocations reveals that in more than 50.0% ofall cases at least three members of the local

group made the same allocation decision, which provides further support to the assertion

that participants in the ec session generally followed their agreements.

Most of the local groups attempted to contribute tokens to the global exchange in

order to get members of the other local group to reciprocate. Some participants, however,

expressed their reluctance to contribute to the global exchange because they did not think
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that members of the other group were willing to cooperate or did not think that members

of the other group understood the game. Intergroup cooperation was difficult to achieve

but not impossible. For example, participants in session CC3 contributed 80.5% of their

tokens to the global exchange in period 4, but could not sustain this high level of

intergroup cooperation.

Result 5: participants in the CC session substantially reduced their contributions to the

global exchange and increased their contribution to the local exchange in the last period

of the experiment.

DGlobal
Ii Local

Private

Period

Figure 3.3: Allocation to Each Exchange in CC Treatment (All Sessions)

Support: In the last period of the experiment, contributions to the global exchange in the

CC treatment decreased by 22.0% of the tokens from 38.75% to 16.75%, and

contributions to the local exchange increased by 18.75% of the tokens from 48.88% to

67.63% (See Figure 3.3). Furthermore, two of the local groups in the CC treatment

contributed all their tokens to the local exchange in the last period. 0
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We observe an interesting end-game effect in all the CC sessions (except CC4) in

which participants substantially increase their contributions to the local exchange in the

final decision period. End-game effects are commonly observed in public goods

experiments with one public exchange. Participants typically increase their allocation to

the private exchange at the last period of play since other participants can no longer

retaliate in respond to their selfishness or reward them in respond to their kindness.

The local groups in the CC treatment acted in a similar way to individuals in public

goods experiments with a single exchange by choosing the group rational outcome in the

last period. Members of each local group may have reduced their contributions to global

exchange in the last period because the other local group could not retaliate in response to

the reduction. Alternatively, they were afraid that members of the other group would

reduce their contributions.23

The results of the experiment suggest that participants in the CC treatment achieved

intragroup cooperation (cooperation amongst members of each local group). Perhaps the

clearest indicator of intragroup cooperation is the fact that only 4 out of the 32

participants in the CC treatment increased their allocation to the private exchange in the

fmal period of the game (when other members of their group could no longer punish

them). However, participants in the CC found it difficult to achieve intergroup

cooperation (cooperation between groups), possibly because they did not trust members

of the other local group with whom they could not communicate.

23 htsko et al. (1990) conclude that groups can be motivated by either fear or greed in social
dilemmas
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3.4 Concluding Remarks

We report the results of a public goods experiment with nested, local exchanges.

Participants in the experiment allocated tokens between their private exchange, a local

exchange, which only benefited members of their local group, and a global exchange,

which benefited their local group as well as another local group. Most participants

allocated more tokens to the global exchange when no interaction was permitted even

though it had a lower marginal payoff. Participants may have contributed more tokens to

the global exchange because it had a higher potential payoff. It is also possible that

participants preferred contributing tokens to the global exchange because their

contributions positively impacted more individuals.

Regardless of the reasons why participants preferred one group exchange instead of

the other, their preferences were quite stable. Only one participant varied the exchange to

which he contributed more tokens between the early periods and the later periods of the

experiment. The results of the NI treatment suggest that individuals have clear

preferences as to which type of exchange they prefer to contribute to. Furthermore, most

individuals prefer to contribute to a larger exchange with a higher potential payoff, even

if it has a lower marginal payoff.

The fact that participants in the NI treatment contributed more tokens to the global

exchange is important for two reasons. First, despite the strong emphasis in the literature

on the importance of the marginal payoff of group exchanges, other factors such as the

potential payoff (which is sparsely discussed in the literature) may be more important to

individuals. Secondly, individuals may generally be willing to provide public goods

through larger groups even if the benefits of their contributions are distributed amongst

more recipients.
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Future research on public goods experiments with nested exchanges can vary the

marginal payoffs and the numbers of participants (and thus the potential payoffs) of the

exchanges. It is also instructive to investigate if participants' behavior changes when the

size ofthe local group changes or when the global group consists ofmore local groups. In

general, more attention should be paid to the effects of changes in the size and the

potential payoff of the group exchange.

Introducing members of each group to one another led participants to reduce their

public contributions, perhaps because it led to confusion as to which exchange

participants should contribute to. Nonetheless, it is possible that more structured

community-building activities, such as those used by Brown-Kruse and Hummels (1993),

would lead participants to increase their contributions to the local exchange. Future

research can investigate this possibility.

Unstructured communication clearly reduced and in some cases completely

eliminated free riding. As in other public goods experiments, communication may have

increased group .. identity and gave participants the opportunity to make promises

regarding their allocations. Communication may have been particularly effective in

raising group identity given the unique design of this experiment. Members of each local

group probably felt the need to develop intragroup cooperation in order to effectively

interact with the other local group.

We observe that members of each local group tended to make their decisions

collectively when they discussed their allocation decisions. Local groups in the CC

treatment acted similarly to individuals in public goods experiments with one exchange in

two respects. First, local groups unilaterally raised their contributions to the global
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exchange in order to get members of the other local group to reciprocate. Secondly, most

local groups increased their contributions to the local exchange in the last period of the

game, resulting in an end-game effect that is analogous to public goods experiments with

a single group exchange.

The research discussed here can be extended by looking at a fourth treatment in

which all the participants in the global group are allowed to communicate. I suspect that

participants in such a treatment would contribute more tokens to the global exchange than

the participants in the CC treatment discussed here. However, it is also possible that

participants in such a treatment would exhibit more free riding because cooperation may

be more difficult to achieve in a larger group.
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Chapter 4

A Model ofFishing Conflicts in Foreign Fisheries

4.1 Introduction

The Extended Fisheries Jurisdiction (EFJ), adopted in 1982 by the United Nations

Conference on the Law of the Sea, established the formation of 200-mile Exclusive

Economic Zones (EEZ). It is now recognized that coastal nations have ownership rights

over the 200 oceanic miles adjacent to their shores. These rights allow coastal nations to

"impose terms and conditions of access upon Distant Water Fishing Nations (DWFN)

seeking to enter the coastal state's EEZ (Clarke and Munro, 1991).,,24

The EFJ was adopted primarily in order to accomplish two objectives. The first

objective is to help protect the world's marine resources by clearly defining property

rights over many of the world fisheries. When ownership rights over a fishery are poorly

defined, fishermen have the incentive to overexploit the stock because they do not

account for the external cost of their exploitation on other fishermen (Gordon, 1954;

Levhari and Mirman, 1980; Kaitala and Munro, 1993; and elsewhere). In contrast, a

single owner has the incentive to optimally manage a fishery (Scott, 1955). The second

objective is to provide a source of revenue for coastal nations, particularly developing

nations that have few other economic resources (Ishimine, 1978).

Indeed, thanks to the EFJ many of the world's most prolific fisheries are now under

the ownership of developing nations (Gopalakrishnan, 1989). However, these developing

nations often lack the necessary technology to efficiently exploit their marine resources.

Consequently, many developing nations permit foreign fishermen to harvest fish from

24 See Koh (1983) for particular on the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea.
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their fisheries and then charge them a fishing fee on the harvest that they remove. For

example, a group of island nations in the South West Pacific Ocean known as Parties to

the Nauru Agreement collects 5% of the revenue that foreign fishermen earn from

harvesting fish within their EEZ and contiguous areas (Campbell, 1996).25

This paper considers a game-theoretical model in which a coastal nation attempts

to maximize the revenue that it receives from foreign fishermen that operate in its fishery.

Only a few authors examine the interaction between a coastal nation and the foreign

fishermen that operate in its EEZ. Charles (1986) develops a model in which a coastal

nation divides a fixed Total Allowable Catch between a domestic fleet and a foreign fleet.

He shows that a coastal nation may adopt one of four policies, depending on the fishing

fee, the domestic resource rent, and the foreign resource rent. The coastal nation may

allow both fleets to operate in its fishery, allow only one of the fleets to operate, or cause

both of the fleets to disinvest their capital. Charles, however, assumes that both the

fishing fee and the number of fishermen are exogenous, when in reality a coastal nation

can control both of these variables.

Clarke and Munro (1987) examine a principal-agent model in which a coastal nation

charges a single DWFN that has the same rate of discount as it does a fishing fee. Clarke

and Munro (1991) generalize their model by considering the possibility that the coastal

nation and the DWFN discount future returns from the fishery at different rates. They

find that the coastal nation can increase its discounted net revenue from the fishery by

simultaneously using a tax on harvest and a tax or subsidy on effort instead of only a

fishing fee. However, the coastal nation is generally unable to simultaneously maximize

the discounted net return from the fishery and its own discounted net revenue. Raissi

2:J See Charles (1986) for more examples.
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(2001) extends the Clarke and Munro model by considering the case in which a coastal

nation permits a foreign fisherman and a domestic fisherman with an inferior fishing

technology to operate in its fishery.

Neither Clarke and Munro nor Raissi fully characterize the fishing fee that the

coastal nation will charge. They conclude that the fishing fee is not likely to maximize

the net return from the fishery, but say little about whether it induces fishermen to exert

too much of too little effort. I show that when the number of fishermen is exogenous (is

not determined by the costal nation), the coastal nation will select a fee that is higher than

socially optimal, thus inducing fishermen to exert less effort than is socially optimal. I

assume, as Gordon (1954) and others do, that the socially optimal effort maximizes the

net return from the fishery.

A second weakness of the existing literature is that it ignores important policy

variables that the coastal nation can control, while assuming that the coastal nation

imposes a tax on effort, which is not a realistic assumption since effort is multivariate,

not readily observable, and is too costly to monitor. Neither Clarke and Munro (1987,

1991) nor Raissi (2001) allow the coastal nation to choose the number of fishermen that

operate in its fishery, which it can rightfully do as the owner of the fishery. Additionally,

no researcher has considered the possibility that the coastal nation can use a two-tier tariff

by charging each fisherman an entry fee (i.e., a license fee) and an additional fishing fee.

Consequently, previous research wrongfully concludes that the costal nation normally

cannot simultaneously maximize its revenue and the net return from the fishery. I show

that, at least in theory, the costal nation is able to do both either by allowing free entry

into the fishery, thus driving the fishermen's profit to zero, or by using a two-tier tariff.
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Our paper makes several contributions to the existing literature on foreign fisheries,

i.e., fisheries that are controlled by a coastal nation but are exploited by DWFN. This is

the first paper on foreign fisheries that examines a model with n fishermen instead of one

or two. Most of the world's foreign fisheries are exploited by many fishermen from

different DWFN?6 Generalizing the model to n fishermen is important because it allows

us to investigate how changes in n affect the behavior of the fishermen and the coastal

nation. I am also able to more accurately characterize the fishing fee that the coastal

nation charges. Moreover, this is the first paper to consider the possibility that the coastal

nation can determine the number of fishermen or use a two tier-tax.

This paper models the strategic interaction amongst the fishermen and between the

fishermen and the coastal nation using non-cooperative game theory. Non-cooperative

game theory is used by several other researchers in fisheries economics to model the

strategic interaction between fishermen in an open-access fishery. Levhari and Mirman

(1980) and Fischer and Mirman (1996) examine the strategic interaction between

fishermen using a utility maximization model. Dockner et al (1989) and Ruseski (1998)

examine the strategic interaction between fishermen using a profit maximization model.

All of these authors conclude that fishermen will over-fish the stock in an unregulated

fishery. Ruseski also shows that the national government of each fisherman has the

incentive to license more vessels than is socially optimal and to subsidize its fleet's

effort, which exacerbates the over-fishing that the fleets engage in.

We use a static framework similar to the one used by Ruseski (1998). I assume, as

Ruseski does, that fishermen maximize their profits in steady state, which occurs when

the size of the stock reaches a biologically stable equilibrium. Ruseski' s framework

2. Lodge (l998) notes that several fishennen from the United States, Japan, Taiwan and South Korea
operate in the South West Pacific Ocean, a tuna fishery that is jointly managed by a group of island nations.
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requires asswning that agents do not discount future returns, as I shall asswne in this

paper. This asswnption greatly simplifies the analysis and allows us to focus on the

strategic interaction of the agents. A dynamic model may be too complex to analyze the

two·stage, multivariate, n + I agents game proposed here.27 Clarke and Munro and others

who use dynamic models tend to look at models with only one or two fishermen and

make other simplifying asswnptions. I also feel justified using a static model rather than a

dynamic model, in which the coastal nation can choose a different fishing fee in each

period, because "long-term cooperative agreements between coastal and distant water

nations are more likely to involve simple fixed-rate royalty schemes, in order to provide

stability to the arrangement (Charles, 1986)."

The paper proceeds as follows. In section 4.2 I asswne the nwnber of fishermen, n, is

finite and exogenous. I find that there exists a fishing fee that maximizes the coastal

nation's revenue, but the fee is generally higher than socially optimal. In section 4.3 I

analyze other policies that the coastal nation can utilize in order to extract all the net

return from the fishery. First, I relax the asswnption that n is exogenous and look at the

case in which the coastal nation can choose both the nwnber of fishermen and the fishing

fee. I show that the best solution for the coastal nation is to not place any restrictions on

entry to the fishery and to select a fishing fee that is based on the difference between the

marginal benefit of effort and the marginal cost of effort. Under open access the coastal

nation collects all the net return from the fishery and thus has the incentive to maximize

the net return. Alternatively, the coastal nation can admit a fmite nwnber of fishermen

and use a two-tier tariff to extract all the net retwn from the fishery. In section 4.4 I

discuss what the optimal nwnber offishermen is and draw conclusions.

27 For examples ofdynamic models see Kamien et al (1985) and Clark and Munro (1975). Munro (1982)
provides a brief discussion on the use of static and dynamic models.
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4.2 A Model with a Single Fee and a Fixed Number of Fishermen

Consider a fishery that is exploited by n identical foreign fishermen. For

tractability, I assume that n is continuous. The fishermen may belong to a single or to

several distant water fishing nations (DWFN). I shall assume that the fishermen'

governments do not regulate their behavior and that no collaboration exists amongst the

fishermen. The fishery is assumed to be under the control of a single coastal nation that I

shall refer to as the fishery owner. I shall assume that neither the fishermen nor the owner

discount future returns from the fishery.

In this section I shall assume that the number of fishermen is finite and exogenous. I

also assume that the coastal nation does not charge an entry fee. These assumptions are

comparable to the ones made by Clarke and Munro (1987,1991). In the following section

I will relax these assumptions and will look at the possibilities that the coastal nation can

control the number of fishermen and impose an entry fee.

The strategic interaction amongst the fishermen and between the fishermen and the

owner is modeled using non-cooperative game theory as a two-stage game. In the first

stage of the game, the owner selects a fishing fee. The fishing fee, r, denotes the percent

of the revenue from the harvest that is caught in the fishery which the owner retains for

itself. In the second stage, the fishermen, having observed the fishing fee, simultaneously

choose their levels of effort in order to maximize their profit.

We begin by solving for the equilibrium efforts, the levels of effort that the

fishermen will select in subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. Subgame perfection in the

second stage of the game occurs when every fisherman chooses the profit-maximizing

level of effort given the fishing fee and the levels of effort chosen by the other fishermen.
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Subgame perfection in the first stage of the game occurs when the owner selects the fee

that will maximize its revenue after computing the equilibrium efforts as a function of r.

Since Schafer's (1957) seminal work on the exploitation of fish, it is common to

assume that the size of a fish stock, x, grows according to a stock dependent growth

function. The change in the size of the stock at a given point in time, dx/dt, equals the

stock's natural growth rate, G(x), minus the sum of the harvests collected by the

fishermen that utilize the fishery. Let hi represent the harvest of fisherman i.

(4.1)
dx n
-=G(x)- 2),
dt ,.,

We shall assume, as other authors have (e.g., Clarke and Munro, 1991; Ruseski, 1998;

and Raissi, 2001), that the stock grows according to a linear logistic function.

(4.2) G(X)=r:r(I- ~)

y is the stock's intrinsic rate of growth, which equals the birth rate of the stock minus its

mortality rate, and K is the carrying capacity of the fishery. The carrying capacity is the

largest stock size that the fishery can sustain. If the stock is smaller than K then the size

of the stock will increase over time, and if the stock is larger than K then the size will

decrease over time. Thus, if the fishery is not commercially exploited the size of the stock

will eventually converge to the carrying capacity of the fishery, limH~ x(t) =K.
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Each fisherman harvests fish from the fishery according to a Catch Per Unit of

Effort (CPUE) production function. A CPUE production function implies that the portion

of the stock that each fisherman harvests per unit of effort is constant. Let ej represent the

effort exerted by fisherman i and e be a vector of efforts, e = [e[, ... , ei, ... , en].

{
qxe,

x

n

'f I1 e j <-
nq

otherwise

q is the catchability coefficient, 0 < q < 1. For simplicity, I assume that q does not

depend on the size of the stock and that it is identical for all the fishermen, which

suggests that the fishermen are using an identical fishing technology. The total harvest,

H, can never exceed the size of the stock, H $ x. Since the fishermen are identical then

the total harvest equals nxhj(e), which implies that nxqxei::;; x. Rearranging, if ei ~ I/nq

then the entire stock will be evenly split amongst the fishermen and the species will be

driven to extinction. Since fishermen do not discouut future returns by assumption, they

would never want to drive the species to extinction. If they drove the stock to extinction

they would be giving up an infinite streams of positive returns from the fishery. Thus, ej

< 1/nq for all i. Substituting (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.1):

(4.4) dx ~ x) n-= 1-- -qxIe,
dt K '~l
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The size of the stock will reach a steady state when dxldt = O. I determine the steady-state

stock, x(e), by setting (4.4) equal to zero and solving for x.

(4.5) X(e)=K(l-1Ie,)
r '.1

We assumed that neither the fishermen nor the owner discount future returns from the

fishery. Therefore, each fishennan will attempt to maximize the profit that it earns when

the size of the stock reaches a steady state. Each fisherman knows what the fishing fee is

before making his decision, but can not observe the levels of effort that are chosen by

other fishermen. For simplicity, I assume that the total harvest extracted from the fishery

is too small to influence the price of the species, p. I also assume that fishermen face a

constant and identical marginal cost of effort, C.
28 Fisherman i will attempt to:

(4.6) Max II , = (l-r)pxqx(e)e, -ee,
"

The first term on the right-hand side of (4.6) is the fisherman's revenue, which equals the

fisherman's harvest in steady state, qx(e)e" times the price of the species, and then

multiplied by the portion of the revenue that the fisherman retains after paying the fishing

fee, (1- r). The second term is the cost of effort. Since all the fishermen are identical by

assumption, the owner has no reason to charge each fishennan a different fishing fee.

28 All the aforementioned papers on foreign fisheries (Clark and Munro 1987, 1991; Raissi, 200 I and
others) assume that the price of the species is constant and that the marginal cost ofeffort is constant and
identical for all the fishermen.
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Each fisherman takes into account the effect of its own effort on the steady-state stock

but must take the effects of the other fishermen' efforts as given. Rewriting the objective

functions of fisherman i by substituting (4.5) for x(e):

(
q q n J(4.7) Max II , =(l-r)b l--e, --Le] e, -ee,

" Y Y j "

whereb=pqK

b is the marginal revenue of effort. It represents the increase in revenue that occurs when

effort increases by one unit but the steady-state stock does not change. Since the

fishermen are identical they must select the same effort in subgame perfect Nash

equilibriwn. Let Elj represent the effort that any other fisherman j, j = I, ... ,n, j "" i, selects

in equilibrium. I derive the reaction function of fisherman i to the effort levels chosen by

all other fishermen, ei(Elj), by rearranging the first order conditions of fisherman i's

objective function.

(4.8) e(e)=.!.[[(l-r)b- clY (n-l\O]
'j 2 (l-r)bq h

Observe that when other fishermen increase their effort fisherman i's best response is to

reduce its effort. By symmetry, in equilibrium the effort level that fisherman i selects

must be the same as the effort levels selected by all other fishermen. I obtain the effort

level that any of the n fishermen will select in subgame perfect Nash equilibrium by

substituting ei for ej in (4.8) and solving for ej.
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(4.9) e,(r) = {
0, otherwise

ej(r) is the equilibrium effort of fisherman i, the effort that fisherman i selects in subgame

perfect Nash equilibrium given r. I write the equilibrium efforts as a function ofr because

the fishing fee is a policy variable that is determined by the owner. An increase in the

intrinsic rate of growth, the carrying capacity of the fishery, or the price of the species

will increase the equilibrium efforts of all the fishermen. An increase in the marginal cost

of effort, the number of fishermen that operate in the fishery, or the fishing fee will

reduce the equilibrium efforts of all the fishermen. The effect of the catchability

coefficient on the equilibrium efforts depends on the values of the parameters.

An increase in the fishing fee will cause an inwards shift in the fishermen' reaction

functions. To illustrate, suppose that there are only two fishermen operating in the

fishery, fisherman 1 and fisherman 2. Figure 4.1 shows the fishermen' reaction functions,

from (4.8), in (el, e2) Euclidean space.
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. °\ el(e2, r)

'1el(e2, r )

Figure 4.1: The Effects of an Increase in the Fishing Fee

Figure 4.1 shows how an increase in the fishing fee from rO to r1 will shift the reaction

functions of both fishermen inwards. As a result, the equilibrium effort of fisherman 1

decreases from el(rl) to ej(r1
) and the equilibrium effort of fisherman 2 decreases from

None of the fishermen will exert any effort and the fishery will not be commercially

exploited if (l - r)b ::;; c. I shall assume that if the owner does not charge a fishing fee

then the fishery is exploitable, which means that b, the marginal revenue of effort, is

larger than c, the marginal cost of effort. If the owner charges a fee that is too high, then

it will make it unprofitable for fishermen to operate in its fishery. Let rMAX represent the

highest fee that the fishery owner can charge without making the fishery unprofitable for
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commercial exploitation. From (4.9) I know that the fishermen will choose a positive

level of effort as long as (1 - r)b > c.

c
(4.10) rMAX =1-

b

If r equals to or is larger than rMAX then the profit maximizing effort for each fisherman is

zero. Note from (4.9) that as long as the fishing fee is below rMAX then any fisherman that

can potentially exploit the fishery will do so, regardless of the number of fishermen that

already operate in the fishery. The owner will select a fee that will maximize its revenue.

It makes no sense for the owner to choose a fee that is equal to or is higher than rMAX since

the fishery will not be exploited, and it would not earn any revenue if it did so. Therefore,

I can safely assume that r < rMAX' Since the fishermen' equilibrium efforts are identical by

symmetry the total equilibrium effort, E(r), must equal nxe;(r).

ny ( c)
(4.11) E(r) = (n+1)q 1- (l-r}b

Next, I solve for the steady-state stock that the fishery converges to in subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium. This stock size is often referred to as the bionomic equilibrium stock

since it is the biologically stable size that the stock reaches when the fishermen achieve

an economic equilibrium. Substituting (4.11) into (4.5):
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The harvest that each fisherman removes from the fishery when the fishery reaches a

bionomic equilibrium, hj(r), is found by substituting (4.12) and (4.9) into the CPUE

production function, equation (4.3). Define the bionomic equilibrium harvest, H(r), as the

total harvest that will be removed from the fishery when the fishery reaches a bionomic

equilibrium. By symmetry all the fishermen are going to harvest the same quantity of

fish. Therefore, H(r) equals nxhlr).

An increase in the intrinsic rate of growth or the carrying capacity of the fishery will

increase the bionomic equilibrium harvest. An increase in either y or K will increase the

amount of stock that can be removed from the fishery on a sustainable basis. From (4.11)

an increase in the price of the species or a decrease in the marginal cost of effort will

increase the total equilibrium effort. But since the increase in effort will reduce the

bionomic equilibrium stock the net effect on the bionomic equilibrium harvest is unclear.

The owner will attempt to maximize the revenue that it collects from the fishermen

when the fishery reaches a bionomic equilibrium. The owner's revenue equals the

revenue from the bionomic equilibrium harvest times the fishing fee. The owner's

objective is to:
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(4.14) MaxR = rpH(r),

Substituting (4.13) for the bionomic equilibrium harvest in (4.14):

Note from (4.15) that the owner's revenue is continuous in r. Taking the derivative of the

owner's objective function with respect to r yields a polynomial of the third degree.

There is no closed solution for the revenue-maximizing fishing fee, r*. Setting (4.16)

equal to zero and solving for r yields a system of complex roots?9 Even though there is

no closed solution for r*, it is nonetheless straightforward to prove that r*exists.

Proposition 4.1: There exists at least one fishing fie, r, that maximizes the owner's

revenue from the fishery. r * must be smaller than rMAX and strictlypositive, 0 < r * < rMAX.

" Solving for the revenue-maximizing fishing fee yields a system of one real root and two complex roots.
The real root is:

r = I 3Xc[b(n-I)+cn] ~[-9b'c'n+¢Y'
3[-9b'c'n+¢Y' 3b'

Where ¢=J3~[27b'cn' +(b(n-I)+cn)']
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Proof: If the fishery owner does not charge a fishing fee, r = 0, it will not collect any

revenue. Similarly, if the owner sets r equal to or higher than rMAX no fisherman will

harvest from the fishery and the owner will not collect any revenue. If the owner sets r

anywhere between 0 and rMAX it will earn a positive amount of revenue since the total

harvest is positive between these values and the owner retains a positive share of the

revenue from the harvest that is sold. Since R(r) is continuous in r, there must exist at

least one fishing fee between 0 and rMAX that will maximize the owner's revenue. 0

Proposition 4.1 guarantees the existence ofa revenue-maximizing fishing fee; however, it

does not guarantee its uniqueness. The revenue-maximizing fee must be unique if the

revenue function is globally concave with respect to r. The revenue function is globally

concave with respect to r if and only if its second order derivative with respect to r is

negative. Taking the second-order derivative of (4.15):

(4.17) R,,(r)=
3cn[3cn-(I-rXn -1)blKy

b2(I+n)2(r-lt

The condition that n > b/(b - 3c), hereinafter the concavity condition, is necessary and

sufficient to assure that the owner's revenue function is globally concave with respect to

r. If the concavity condition holds, then r*must be unique. If the concavity condition does

not hold, then r* mayor may not be unique, depending on the shape of the owner's

revenue function. Note from the concavity condition that the revenue function must be

globally concave ifb/c < 3 or if the number of fishermen becomes infinitely large, n = co.
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Proposition 4.1 establishes that there is a revenue-maximizing fishing fee r·. The

next natural question is whether the fishing fee that the owner chooses is socially optimal.

A socially optimal set of strategies is a set of strategies that maximizes the net return

from the fishery. Therefore, the socially optimal fee is the fishing fee that maximizes the

net return from the fishery. In order to determine whether the fishing fee that the owner

selects is socially optimal, I solve for the socially optimal fee and compare it to the

revenue-maximizing fee.

The net return from the fishery, II, equals the total revenue from the harvest minus

the cost of effort of all the fishermen. Summing (4.7) across the n fishermen, the total

profit earned by the fishermen is (I - r)xb(l - qE/y)E - cE, where E is the total effort

exerted by the fishermen. The owner's revenue equals rxb(1 - qE/y)E. The net return

from the fishery equals the total profit of the fishermen plus the owner's revenue.

Setting the derivative of II with respect to E equal to zero, I fmd the total effort that

maximizes the return from the fishery, E.

(4.19) E r(b -c)
2qb

Let E(O) denote the total equilibrium effort that the fishermen exert in an unregulated

fishery; that is, a fishery where r = 0 and there are no other restrictions on the fishermen'
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behavior. By substituting 0 for r in (4.11), I find that if n ~ 1 then E(O) ~ E. Specifically,

when n =1 then E(O) = E and when n > 1 then E(O) > E. These findings are consistent

with other game-theoretical models of fishing conflicts (e.g., Levhari and Mirman, 1980;

Dockner et al 1989), which conclude that when two or more fishermen compete over the

same stock offish they will exert more effort than is socially optimal.

Since total equilibrium effort is decreasing in r, there must exist a socially optimal

fee, f, such that f induces the fishermen to select E. The fishing fee that the owner

charges essentially acts as a tax by reducing the marginal benefit from effort for each

fisherman. 3D To find the socially optimal fee set (4.11) equal to (4.19) and solve for r.

(4.20) f- (b-cXn-1)
- b(n-1)+c(n+1)

From (4.20) one can show that when more than one fisherman operates in the fishery, n>

1, then 0 < f < rMAX • When only one fisherman operates in the fishery, n = 1, then the

socially optimal fee is zero. An increase in the number of fishermen will increase the

socially optimal fee. Essentially, the more intense the competition between fishermen the

more strictly they need to be regulated through the imposition of a higher fishing fee.

The goal of the owner, however, is to maximize its revenue, not to maximize the net

return from the fishery. Since both the total equilibrium effort and the bionomic

equilibrium harvest are functions of r, the net return from a fishery can be written as a

30 See Rosenman (1986) for a discussion on optimal taxation in fisheries exploitation.
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function of r. By imposing a fee, the owner determines both its revenue and the net return

from the fishery in bionomic equilibrium.

(4.21) O(r) =pH(r)-cE(r)

Proposition 4.2: If the concavity condition holds, then the revenue maximizing fishing

fee must be higher than the socially optimal fishing fee, r' > f. Therefore, the total

equilibrium effort exerted by the fishermen is lower than is socially optimal.

Proof: I find the slope of the owner's revenue function at the socially optimal fee by

substituting (4.20) for r into the first order derivative of the owner's revenue function,

equation (4.16).

(4.22) R,(f) =(b-clb(3n-I)+c(n+I)]
4b 2n(n+ I)

From (4.22) the owner's revenue function is increasing at the socially optimal fee.

Therefore, there must exist some fishing fee that yields higher revenue for the owner than

the socially optimal fee. If the revenue function is globally concave with respect to r, then

the revenue-maximizing fee must be higher than the socially optimal fee. 31 Since the total

equilibrium effort is decreasing in r, from (4.11), the total equilibrium effort exerted by

the fishermen must be lower than socially optimal if r' > f. 0

31 If the revenue function is not globally concave with respect to r it may be possible that the socially
optimal fee is lower than some other local maximum fee but higher than the revenue-maximizing fishing
fee (the global maximum fee).
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Global concavity guarantees the uniqueness of the revenue-maximizing fee and,

therefore, implies that the revenue-maximizing fee must be higher than the socially

optimal fee. If the concavity condition does not hold, the relationship between the

revenue-maximizing fee and the socially optimal fee may depend on the values of the

exogenous parameters. Nonetheless, the revenue-maximizing fee turned out to be higher

than the socially optimal fee under all the sets of values that I examined, even when the

revenue function was not globally concave.

Regardless of whether the concavity condition holds or not, the revenue-maximizing

fishing fee will always be larger than the maximum sustainable yield fee, rMSY, defmed as

the fishing fee that maximizes the bionomic equilibrium harvest. From (4.14) taking the

derivative of the revenue function with respect to r, R'(r) = pH(r) + prH'(r). Since rMSY

maximizes H(r) it must be the case that H'(rMSY) = O. Thus, R'(rMsy) = pH(rMSY) > 0, which

implies that the owner can increase its revenue by selecting a fishing fee that is larger

than rMSY. r' can never be smaller than rMSY because for any fishing fee that is smaller or

equal to rMSY a decrease in the fee will decrease both the revenue that is earned from the

harvest and the share of the revenue that the owner retains. Therefore, r' must be larger

than rMSY. One can solve for rMSY by setting the derivative of H(r), equation (4.13), with

respect to r equal to zero and solving for r.

(4.23) rUSY

b(n-I)-2cn
b(n-l)
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The maximum sustainable yield· fee may be positive or negative (which implies a

subsidy). rMSY, however, is always smaller than the socially optimal fee as can be seen by

comparing (4.23) and (4.20). Therefore, as long as the concavity condition holds, the

following relationship must be true: r' > r> rMSY' Since the total equilibrium effort is

decreasing in r, then if the concavity condition holds the following relationship must also

be true: E(rMSY ) > E(r) > E(r').

cE(r)

E(rMsJ E(O) Effort as a Function ofrE(r)E(r)

Revenue
&

Net Return

Figure 4.2: Revenue & Net Return as a Function of r

These relationships are drawn in Figure 4.2, which shows the net return and the owner's

revenue that result from different levels of total equilibrium effort. I elect to draw E(O),

the total equilibrium effort that will be chosen when r = 0, as larger than E(rMSY)'

However, E(O) can be larger than, smaller than or equal to E(rMSY)' depending on the

values of the parameters. E(rMAJ{) = 0 since none of the fishermen will exert any effort ifr

= rMAJ{. Figure 4.2 is similar to the one developed by Schaefer (1957), but it also
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incorporates the idea that the total equilibrium effort is a function of the fishing fee that

the owner chooses.

The model suggests that when more than one fisherman operates in a foreign fishery,

the fishery owner can increase the net return from the fishery by charging the fishermen a

fishing fee. The fee acts like an output tax and induces fishermen to reduce their fishing

effort. However, if the goal of the owner is to maximize the revenue that it receives from

the harvest it will probably select a fishing fee that is higher than socially optimal.32

Under some circumstance the fee that the owner chooses reduces the net return from

the fishery below the level that it was when the fishery was unregulated. The most

obvious case occurs when only one fisherman operates in the fishery. As previously

shown, if the fishery is unregulated (r = 0) then a single fisherman will select the level of

effort that maximizes the net return from the fishery. However, since the owner charges

the fisherman a fee (as it must to earn revenue) the fisherman will lower its effort below

the socially optimal level, resulting in a decrease in net return. Since H(r) and E(r) are

both continuous in n, then the net return from the fishery, pH(r) - cE(r), must be

continuous in n. Consequently, if n, which I assumed to be continuous, is sufficiently

small then the owner reduces the net return from the fishery by charging a fishing fee.

If a coastal nation does not permit foreign fishermen to operate in its fisheries and

exploits its fisheries using domestic fishermen instead, it has the incentive to maximize

the net return from the fishery. The coastal nation can do so by allowing only one

fisherman to operate in the fishery or by regulating the fishermen that operate in the

32 Although I can not prove that the revenue-maximizing fee is higher than the socially optimal fee when
the concavity condition does not hold, after comparing r' and i' under many different feasible values of the
parameters I am convinced that this is always the case.
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fishery.33 However, if the owner permits foreign fishermen to exploit the fishery in

exchange for paying a fishing fee, the resulting outcome will not be socially optimal and

in some cases will be socially inferior to not having the fishery regulated.

The owner may opt to allow exploitation by foreign fishermen if it does not have the

necessary technology to exploit its fisheries or has an inferior technology compared to the

foreign fishermen. Therefore, whether or not privatizing a certain fishery is socially

optimal or not may depend on whether the fishery owner has the necessary technology to

exploit the fishery and on the number of fishermen that operate in the fishery. The higher

the number of fishermen, the more likely it is that privatizing the fishery will result in an

improvement in social welfare.

3J See Hanley et al (1997, pp. 298-302) for summary ofpolicies that governments can use to regulate the
behavior of f1shennen.
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4.3 Extensions ofthe Base Model

In the previous section I assumed that the number of fishermen that operate in the

fishery is exogenous and that the fishery owner only charges an output tax. Under these

circumstances the owner will not be able to simultaneously maximize its revenue and the

net return from the fishery. In fact, the owner will charge a fee that is too high causing

fishermen to exert less effort than is socially optimal. In this section I consider two ways

in which the owner may be able to simultaneously maximize its revenue and the net

return from the fishery. First, I consider the case in which the owner can determine both

the number of fishermen and the fishing fee. The Extended Fisheries Jurisdiction gives

coastal nations the right to choose the number of fishermen that it admits into its EEZ.

Secondly, I consider the case in which the owner can use a two-tier tariff, which includes

an entry fee and a fishing fee.

Suppose the fishery owner can choose both the number of fishermen and the fishing

fee that each fisherman must pay, but cannot charge an entry fee. Consider the following

two-stage game. In the first stage, the owner determines the number of fishermen, n, and

the fishing fee that they must pay, r. In the second stage, the fishermen that are permitted

to operate in the fishery, having observed the number of fishermen and the fishing fee,

simultaneously choose their levels of effort in order to maximize their profit.

We solve for the number of fishermen and the fishing fee that the owner selects in

subgame perfect Nash equilibrium. Equation (4.9) shows the equilibrium effort that a

given fisherman i selects in the second stage of the game, ei(n , r), given the n and r that

the owner chooses in the first stage of the game. (Hereinafter, I write the fishermen'

equilibrium efforts and the owner's revenue as a function of n and r since both of these

variables are assumed to be determined by the owner.) An increase in the number of
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fishermen would reduce the effort that each of the fishermen exerts in subgame perfect

Nash equilibrium as can be seen by taking the derivative of (4.9) with respect to n.

(4.24) e.(r,n)= (r )' (I ( C }b) < 0
q n+l l-r

Although each fisherman reduces its effort as n increases, the total equilibrium effort, E(n

,r), increases as n increases. The increase in total equilibrium effort intensifies the strain

that is placed on the stock. As a result, the bionomic equilibrium stock decreases as n

increases, as can be seen by taking the derivative of (4. I2) with respect to n.

_ K (
(4.25) x.(r,n) =- (n+l)' 1 C ) 0(l-r}b <

By assumption, the fishermen' harvest is determined by a CPUE production function,

equation (4.3). Since an increase in n causes each fisherman to reduce its effort and leads

to a reduction in the bionomic equilibrium stock, it must also reduce the harvests that

each fisherman removes from the fishery. The net effect of an increase in n on the

bionomic equilibrium harvest, however, depends on the values of the parameters. Taking

the derivative of (4. I3) with respect to n:

(4.26) H ( )
= pc(b(l-r)-cX2cn-b(n-IXl-r)]

• r,n ( \3 2
l+nJ b
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Hn(r, n) is positive as long as 2cn > ben - 1)(1 - r), a condition that will hold true for any

feasible values ofn and r ifblc < 2. The owner's revenue equals rpxH(n, r). Therefore, in

order to maximize its revenue the owner will select the number of fishermen that will

maximize the bionomic equilibrium harvest.

If blc < 2 then the owner would admit as many fishermen into the fishery as possible.

The owner can do so by not placing any restrictions on entry to the fishery. From (4.9) as

long as (I - r)b > e it is profitable for fishermen to operate in the fishery regardless of

what n is. Thus, if the owner does not restrict entry to the fishery, then the number of

fishermen would become infinitely large. Hereinafter, I shall refer to the outcome in

which the owner does not restrict entry to the fishery as the open access solution.

We solve for the profit of fisherman i, n, by substituting (4.9) for ej and (4.11) for

~ei into the fisherman's profit function. Note from (4.27) that as n approaches infinity IIi

approaches zero.

(4.27) II; (n,r) = { [b(l- r)- cfr
bq(n + 1)'(1- r)

0,

if(l - r)b > c

otherwise

As n approaches infinity, the profit that each of the fishermen makes approaches zero.

Therefore, none of the fishermen' will earn any profit under open access as is asserted by

Gordon (1954) and others.34

The owner will not restrict entry to the fishery if ble < 2. But will the owner

restrict entry to the fishery if blc ;:>: 2? To answer this question, consider the owner's

objective function. The owner maximizes its revenue by choosing n and r. Equation

34 Berck and Perloff(1984) show that a fishery will converge to the same equilibrium under rational
expectations then under myopic expectations, which were considered by Gordon (1954); although, the path
ofadjustment will differ.
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(4.15) gives the owner's revenue in subgame perfect Nash equilibrium for any choice of

nand r.

(4.28) MAX
n,'

The first order conditions of the owner's maximization problems are:

(4.29)

(4.30)

R ( )= [b(l-r)-cI2cn-b(n-IXI-r)]rr =0
n n,r ()3( )2qb I+n r-I

Rearranging (4.29) to solve for n:

(4.31) nCr) = { b(l- r)
b(l-r)-2c

00

if2c < b(1 - r)

if2c ~ b(l - r)

If 2c > b(l - r), then the derivative of the revenue function with respect to n is positive

for any level of n, which implies that the owner would choose the open access solution.

Consider instead the possibility that the n that maximizes the owner's revenue is some

fmite number. If such a case existed, I could solve for the n and r that the owner would
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choose in subgame perfect Nash equilibrium by simultaneously solving the first order

conditions. Substituting (4.31) into (4.30) yields several possible values for r.

b-c
(4.32) r = 0, -b-'

b -c+-.fic

b

b-c--.fic

b

b-c

b+c

Let us examine which one of these values of r maximizes the owner's revenue. Clearly r

cannot equal zero. If it did the owner would not earn any revenue. (b - c)fb equals rMAX

and (b - c + 2.5c)fb is larger than rMAX. lfthe owner selects either of these values for r

fishermen will not exert any effort and the owner will not earn any revenue. Let r' = (b -

c - 2·5c)fb and rOA = (b - c)/(b + c). As I shall soon show, rOA is the fee that the owner

selects under open access. The only possible values of r in subgame perfect Nash

equilibrium are r' and rOA' I determine the number of fishermen that the owner would

select when choosing r', n', by substituting r' for r in (4.31) and simplifying.

(4.33)

Substituting n' and r' back into the owner revenue function, equation (4.28), and

simplifying:

(4.34)
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Substituting rOA into (4.29) yields that n equals infinity. From (4.28) I determine the limit

of the owner's revenue function as n approaches infinity, R(oo, r).

Substituting rOA for r in (4.35) gives the owner's revenue when n = 00 and r = rOA'

(4.36) R( ) = (b - cYby
CO'YOA 2

4b q

Proposition 4.3: When the fishery owner can determine both the fishing fee and the

number offishermen that operate in the fishery it will not restrict access to the fishery

and will always choose afishingfee afro," where rOA = (b -c)/(b + c).

Proof: Suppose that the owner selects the open access solution by setting n = 00. Equation

(4.35) shows the owner's revenue as a function ofr as n converges to infinity. Taking the

derivate of (4.35) with respect to r and setting it equal to zero shows that the fishing fee

that maximizes the owner's revenue under open access is roA, where rOA = (b - c)/(b + c).

Therefore, if the owner selects the open access solution it will set r = rOA' I previously

determined that if an interior solution exists then the only feasible solution is for the

owner to set r = r' and set n = n'. However, selecting the open access solution will always

yield more revenue for the owner than selecting (n', r'), as can be seen by subtracting

R(n', r') from R(oo, r).
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(4.37)

The right-hand side of (4.37) is positive for any feasible values of c, p, q, K and y.

Therefore, selecting the open access solution yields more revenue for the owner than

selecting (n', r') regardless of the values of the exogenous parameters. Since (n', r') is the

only feasible interior solution, then setting n = 00 and r = rOA yields more revenue to the

owner than any other combination ofn and r. 0

The fishing fee that the owner selects under open access, rOA, will increase with increases

in either the price of the species, the carrying capacity of the fishery or the catchability

coefficient (recall that b = pqK). The fee decreases with increases in the marginal cost of

effort. Proposition 4.3 states that the owner will maximize its revenue by selecting the

open access solution. But is the open access solution optimal from a social perspective?

Proposition 4.4: The open access solution, in which the owner does not restrict entry to

the fishery and chooses a fishing fee ofr0,<, is socially optimal since it maximizes the net

return from the fishery.

Proof: A socially optimal solution will induce fishermen to select the socially optimal

effort, E, as defmed in (4.19). From (4.11), the total equilibrium effort will converge to

[y(l - r)b - ye]1 [(1 - r)bq] when n converges to infinity. If the owner charged a fee of
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rOA, then the total equilibrium effort exerted by the fishermen under open access, E(co,

roM, equals:

(4.38) E(co r ) = r(b - c)
, OA 2qb

The total equilibrium effort under the open access solution with f = fOA is identical to the

socially optimal effort, E(co,rOA ) = E. Therefore, under the open access solution

fishermen select the level of effort that maximizes the net return from the fishery. 0

If the owner has the ability to choose the number of fishermen that operate in its fishery it

would select the open access solution and will charge the fishermen a fishing fee of rOA'

Under open access, the fishermen do not earn a positive economic profit. Fishermen earn

just enough revenue, after paying the fishing fee to the owner, to cover their cost. The

owner collects all the return from the fishery net of cost via a fishing fee.

Since the owner collects all the net return from the fishery under the open access

solution, it has the incentive to maximize the net return from the fishery. The owner does

so by selecting a fee that induces fishermen to choose the socially optimal total

equilibrium effort. Therefore, if the owner can choose the number of fishermen that

operate in the fishery and the fishing fee that the fishermen must pay, it will

simultaneously maximize its own revenue and the net return from the fishery.

Allowing open access to the fishery is not the only way for the fishery owner to

simultaneously maximize its revenue and the net return from the fishery. Theoretically,
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the owner can use a two-tier tariff. The owner can charge each fisherman a fishing fee of

r and also an additional entry fee of "t' where,

(4.39) <' = Pier, n)

Pi is the profit of fisherman i under fishing fee r and n fishermen. Since in theory the

fishermen will continue to harvest as long as their profit is non-negative, the owner can

set the entry fee to any amount that is equal to or smaller than the fishermen's profit. If

the owner sets the entry fee equals to <" the fishermen will not make any profit and the

owner will extract all the net return from the fishery.

The owner, however, can choose the number of fishermen as well as the fishing fee

and the entry fee. Note that, both the optimal fishing fee and the optimal entry fee are

function of n. From (4.20), as the number of fishermen increases the optimal fishing

fee, r(n), increases. On the other hand, if the owner increases the number of fishermen it

would decrease the entry fee of each fisherman, <'(n), since the profit of each fisherman

would decreases.

Recall that the fishermen profit is zero under open-access. Therefore, under open

access <'(00) equals zero. The owner can select from an infinite combinations of n, r (n),

and <'en). If the owner increases n, it would also increase r(n) and decrease <'en). If the

owner does not restrict access to the fishery it would not charge any entry fee and would

extract all the rent via a fishing fee. In fact, the larger n the more revenue the owner

makes from the fishing fee and the less revenue it makes from the entry fee. 35

35 I reserve the simple proof ofthis statement to the reader
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4.4 Concluding Remarks

The Extended Fisheries Jurisdiction was adopted primarily to accomplish two

objectives: to help manage marine resources more optimally and to provide a source of

revenue for developing nations. When a nation exploits its own marine resources then, at

least in theory, the nation can simultaneously maximize its revenue and the net return

from its fisheries, thus simultaneously achieving both objectives. However, the Clarke

and Munro model states that if a coastal nation permits foreign fishermen to operate in its

fishery in exchange for a fishing fee, it generally cannot simultaneously maximize its

revenue and the net return from the fishery.

The Clarke and Munro model only considers the case in which a coastal nation

charges a fishing fee and a tax (or subsidy) on effort, but does not determine the number

of fishermen or charge an entry fee. I find that when the coastal nation cannot choose the

number of fishermen or charge an entry fee, it would charge a fee that is too high causing

fishermen to exert less effort than is socially optimal. Thus, when coastal nations allow

for foreign exploitation, nationalizing open-access fisheries can potentially lead

fishermen who were previously overfishing a stock to underfish it. In fact, I show that

when the number of fishermen is exogenous and sufficiently small, the coastal nation

may reduce the net return below the level that it was when the fishery was not regulated.

Nationalizing international fisheries can potentially eliminate the over-fishing that

occurs under open-access. There is evidence that efficiency increases under the

management of developed nations (e.g., Bulte et aI, 1995). However, when developing

nations permit an exogenous number of foreign fishermen to operate in their EEZ they

are likely to charge a fishing fee that induces under-fishing. Furthermore, McKelvey
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(2002) finds that when distant water fishing nations (DWFN) have to compete with a

coastal nation over a straddling (migrating) stock they may harvest the stock more

intensely then if they did not have to compete with the coastal nation. Thus, nationalize

fisheries may not always be welfare improving.

Nonetheless, realistically coastal nations can choose the number of fishermen that

operate in their EEZ and charge an entry fee. If a coastal nation can choose the number of

fishermen that can operate in the fishery it can permit open-access to the fishery, which

will drive down the fishermen's profit to zero and would allow the coastal nation to

extract all the net return from the fishery. Alternatively, the coastal nation can use a two

tier tariff, charging the fishermen an entry fee and an additional fishing fee, in order to

extract all the net return from the fishery. In fact, for any finite number of fishermen the

coastal nation can select a combination of an entry fee and a fishing fee that would allow

it to extract all the net return from the fishery.

A fmal remaining question is how many fishermen a coastal nation would admit

when it can control the number of fishermen as well as the entry fee and the fishing fee

that each fisherman must pay. In the context of this model there is no single answer 

there are infmite solutions that would allow the owner to extract all the net return from

the fishery. Nonetheless, there may be other considerations that will influence the coastal

nation's decision.

There are several reasons why an owner may wish to restrict the number of

fishermen that operate in its fisheries. First, the owner may engage in domestic

exploitation of the fishery. Charles (1986) and Raissi (2001) claim that if the domestic

fleet has an inferior technology the owner may have the incentive to allow both a
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domestic fleet and a foreign fleet to co-exist. However, the owner will have to restrict the

number of foreign fishermen in order not to drive domestic fishermen away. Second, the

owner may be concerned about spillover and production externalities that may occur if it

admits a large number of fishing vessels into its EEZ. Additionally, the owner's

monitoring and enforcement costs may increase as the number offishermen increases.

On the other hand, a coastal nation, especially a small, developing nation with

little political power, may not want to admit too few fishermen into its EEZ for fear that

they would wield too much monopsony power. In order to efficiently sell out licenses for

the use of the fishery, the owner must have some competition amongst the fishermen. To

conclude, a fishery owner would not want to admit too many or too few foreign

fishermen into its fishery; although, I can not determine the ideal number of fishermen

based on this model. Future research can further investigate what is the optimal number

of fishermen that a coastal nation should admit into its fisheries. For instance, the Parties

to the Nauru Agreement (a group of island nations in the South West Pacific Ocean)

supply a limited number oflicenses to each DWFN that operates vessels within their EEZ

and contiguous areas (Lodge, 1998).
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APPENDICES

Appendix 2A: The Quasi-concavity Conditions

The utility function will be quasi-concave if and only if its bordered Hessian

matrix is negative semi-definite.

Thus Vj is quasi-concave if Ii =

o V, V 2 V 3

VI V" V l2 VB

V 2 V 21 U 22 V 23

V 3 V 31 V 32 V 33

is negative semi-definite.

Ii is negative semi-definite under various sets of conditions. The simplest set of

assumptions I can make to guarantee that B is negative semi-definite is to assume that

the utility function is separable (thus, VI2, VB, V23 = 0) and that the second order

derivatives ofthe utility function with respect to its arguments are negative (thus, V ll,

V22, V33 < 0). I expect the second order derivatives of the utility function to be negative

because ofdiminishing marginal utility. For simplicity I assume that V 12 or V 13 equal

zero. There is little theoretical reason to believe that consuming more of the private good

changes one's utility from consuming public goods or from contributing (these goods are

different in nature). V23 couId be positive indicating a competitive effect (the more others

contribute the more one wants to contribute) or V23 couId be negative because the smaller

the total provision of the public good the more utility one derives from contributing

because her contribution makes a larger impact. I assume that these two effects cancel

one another out and U23 = O.
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Appendix 2B: A Community with Multiple Equilibria

Lemma 2 only describes how the [HI = 0] and [H2
= 0] loci behave at the limits

(when al or a2 approach infinity and negative infinity) but imposes no restrictions on the

characteristics of the loci at finite values of al and a2. The [HI = 0] locus can intersect

the [H2
= 0] locus any odd number of times. The two loci must intersect an odd number

of time since when al approaches negative infinity the [HI = 0] locus must be below the

[H2
= 0] locus and when al approaches infinity the [HI = 0] locus must be above the [H2

= 0] locus. Assertions A I and A2 characterizes a community with multiple-equilibria.

If there are multiple equilibria in a given community

(AI) Any equilibrium (al*, a2*) where [HI = 0] is higher (has a larger value of (2) than

[H2
= 0] at some aI', aI' = al* + e, where e> 0, is globally stable.

(A2) Any equilibrium (0.1**, 0.2**) where [HI = 0] is lower (has a smaller value of 0.2)

than [H2
= 0] for a some 0.1" =0.1** + e, where e > 0, has a saddle stability.

Assertions (AI) and (A2) follow immediately from the dynamics of the model, which are

explained in the proof for Proposition 2.3. Figure 2.3 illustrates a community with

multiple equilibria.
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Figure 2.3: A Community with Multiple Equilibria

If there are three equilibria in the community, the equilibrium with the highest level and

the equilibrium with the lowest level of social sentiments are globally stable. The

intermediate equilibrium has saddle stability, as shown in Figure 2.3. (Figure 2.3 does not

show the lowest of the three equilibria.) Northeast ofthe intermediate equilibrium social

sentiments continue to increase until the community reaches a globally stable, higher-

contributions equilibrium. Southeast of the intermediate equilibrium social sentiments

will continue to decline until the community reaches a new globally stable, lower-

contributions equilibrium.

A temporary increase (decrease) in endowment or goverument provision will shift

the [HI = 0] and [H2
= 0] loci outwards (inwards). If the community is on an equilibrium

with saddle stability, a temporary (one time) increase in either of the consumers'

endowments or in government provision will cause the community build to a higher-

contributions equilibrium. Conversely, a temporary decrease in either of the consumers'
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endowments or in government provision will cause the community to deteriorate towards

a lower-contributions equilibrium. Therefore, ifthe community is on an equilibrium with

saddle stability the government can potentially 'jump start' the community on a dynamic

path towards a higher-contributions equilibrium by temporarily increasing government

provision.
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Appendix 3A: Summary of Statistics

Private Exchange Local Exchange Global Excbange

Treatment!
All Time I Time 2 All Time I Time 2 All Time I Time 2

Session

NI Average 36.25 31.23 41.28 24.89 30.43 19.35 38.86 38.35 39.38

Std.Dev 10.62 9.13 12.56 7.27 7.16 7.88 9.79 7.6 12.01

NIl 30.05 26.8 33.3 17.85 24.3 11.4 52.1 48.9 55.3

NI2 44.65 35.50 53.8 23.9 31.5 16.3 31.45 33.0 29.9

Nl3 24.5 21.0 28.0 35.05 40.1 30.0 40.45 38.45 42.0

NI4 45.8 41.6 50.0 22.75 25.8 19.7 31.45 32.6 30.3

GIAverage 52.41 46.58 58.25 21.46 23.0 19.93 26.13 30.43 21.83

Std. Dev 7.97 9.6 6.43 5.8 7.91 3.69 5.18 6.93 3.91

GIl 48.55 41.4 55.7 20.45 21.6 19.3 31 37.0 25.0

G12 46.3 38.8 53.8 23.5 25.8 21.2 30.2 35.4 25.0

G13 50.75 45.8 55.7 27.85 31.7 24.0 21.4 22.5 20.3

GI4 64.05 60.3 67.8 14.05 12.9 15.2 21.9 26.8 17.0

CCAverage 14.88 18.33 11.43 46.24 40.45 52.03 38.89 41.23 36.55

Std. Dev 15.87 16.29 16.16 20.92 25.74 20.06 11.4 17.4 6.62

CCI .8 1.6 0 68.15 66.6 69.7 31.05 31.8 30.3

CC2 9.2 II.5 6.9 59.55 57.5 61.6 31.25 31.0 31.5

CC3 II.9 20.3 3.5 32.8 I2.5 53.1 55.3 67.2 43.4

CC4 37.6 39.9 35.3 24.45 25.2 23.7 37.95 34.9 41.0

(Percent of the Total Tokens)

Nl Average, GI Average and CC Average are the averages across all the sessions in the

Nl treatment, Gl treatment and CC treatment respectively.

Std. Dev: shows the standard deviation in contributions across sessions in a given treatment

All: shows allocation throughout the session (summed from period 1 to 10)

Time 1: shows allocation at Time I (summed from periods 1 to 5)

Time 2: shows allocation at Time 2 (summed from periods 6 to 10)
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Appendix 3B: Participants' Instructions

The parts of the instructions that are italicized only appeared in the instructions for the or

and the CC treatments. The parts of the instructions that are bolded only appeared in the

instructions for the CC treatment.

Instructions

Please listen to the following instructions carefully. From this point onwards you are

NOT allowed to communicate with any other participant. If you have any clarifying

questions raise your hand and I will answer your questions in private.

This is an experiment in decisions making. Depending on the decisions that you and other

participants in the experiment make you can earn a considerable amount of money that

will be paid to you IN CASH at the end of the experiment. During the experiment all

units of account will be in Experimental Pesos. At the end of the experiment you will

receive 4 cents for every Experimental Peso that you earn during the experiment ($1 for

every 25 Pesos). Your Cumulative Earning plus a lump sum amount of $5 for showing up

on time will be paid to you IN PRlVATE.

There are a total of eight participants in this experiment. At the beginning of the

experiment the participants will be divided into two groups of 4 participants. You and

three other participants will be assigned to one group and the four remaining participants

will be assigned to another group. You will then be escorted to a table where you will

meet the other participants in your group. Each participant will introduce herself or
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himselfto the rest ofthe group and will be asked to provide some basic information about

themselves to others in the group. The two groups in the experiment will meet in two

separate rooms. The experiment will last 10 periods and the composition of both groups

will remain the same throughout the experiment. There will also be one practice period at

the beginning ofthe experiment that will not count towards your earnings.

After the introduction you will be asked to return to your seat and the experiment will

begin. At the beginning of each period you will receive 25 tokens that you must allocate

between three exchanges. You will then write on a slip of paper titled Allocation Slip

(that will be provided to you) how many tokens you wish to allocate to Exchange A, how

many tokens you wish to allocate to the Exchange 8, and how many tokens you wish to

allocate to Exchange C. Make sure that the total amount of tokens you allocate to the

three exchanges equals 25 each period.

You, and only you, will receive one Peso for every token you allocate to

Exchange A. Each token allocated to Exchange B will yield .6 Pesos to you and to the

other participants in your group. The Total Allocation to Exchange 8 equals your

allocation to Exchange B plus the allocation of the other participants in your group to

Exchange 8. If a participant allocates a token to Exchange 8 it yields no Pesos to

participants who are not in her or his group.

Each token allocated to Exchange C will yield .4 Pesos to you and to all the other

participants in the experiment. The Total Allocation to Exchanges C equals your

allocation to Exchange C plus the allocation of the other participants in experiment to
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Exchange C. All eight participants in the experiment will be given 25 tokens each period

Gust like you) and are given the exact same set of instructions as you.

You can calculate your Total Earnings in a given period either by using the tables in the

back of the instructions or by using Equation 1 (below). To use the tables obtain your

Earnings from Exchange B from Table 1 and obtain your Earnings from Exchange C

from Table 2 (both tables are provided in the back). Next, add your Earnings from

Exchange A (which equal your allocation to Exchange A), your Earnings from Exchange

B, and your Earnings from Exchange C together to get your Total Earnings for the

period. To use Equation I calculate the Total Allocation to Exchange B and the Total

Allocation to Exchange C by adding your allocation to the allocation ofother participants

in each Exchange, then plug the numbers into the equation. Both methods will give you

the same number for Total Earnings. You will receive a calculator to help you calculate

your earnings. Example 1 shows how to use either method.

Equation 1

Total Earnings = (Allocation to Exchange A) + .6x(Total Allocation to Exchange B)

+ Ax(Total Allocation to Exchange C)

Example I: Suppose you allocate 10 tokens to Exchange A, 10 tokens to Exchange B and

5 tokens to Exchange C. Other participants allocate 40 tokens to Exchange B and 80

tokens to exchange C. Using the tables you can find out that you will receive 10 Pesos
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from Exchange A, 30 Pesos from Exchange B (see Table I) and 34 Pesos from Exchange

C (see Table 2) making your Total Earning for that period 74 Pesos.

You can also calculate your Total Earnings using Equation I (provided above). First

note that the Total Allocation to Exchange B is 50 (the 10 tokens that you allocated plus

the 40 tokens that others allocated) and that the Total Allocation to Exchange C is 85 (5 +

80). Plugging the numbers into the equation I get that Total Earnings equals 10 (from

Exchange A) + .6x50(from Exchange B) + .4x85 (from Exchange C) or 74 Pesos.

You will have two minutes to make your allocation decision at the beginning of each

period. Once you wrote your decision on the Allocation Slip fold your allocation slip and

raise your hand. An assistant will collect it from you. When all the Allocation Slips are

collected the assistant will calculate your Total Earnings for the period, your Earnings

from each of the exchanges and your Cumulative Earnings up to that period and will

write them down on a slip titled Earnings Slip. Then the assistant will return the Earnings

Slip to you and will give you a new Allocation Slip. You are REQUIRED to record all

the information on the Earnings Slip unto the Record Sheet (attached to the instructions).

No other participant will see how many tokens you allocated to each exchange nor will

you learn the allocation decisions of any other participant.

After all the participants receive their Earnings Slips back you and other participants

in your group will meet and will be allowed to talk about anything for three minutes.

You will meet your group for communication sessions at the end of every period.

Following each communication session you will return to your sit and a new period
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will begin. Again, you will be given 25 tokens and will have 2 minutes to decide on how

to allocate them between Exchange A, Exchange B and Exchange C.

To assure that you know how to calculate your Total Earnings please complete the

following two exercises. Once you complete both exercises raise your hand and an

assistant will come by to check if you did them correctly. You can use the calculator

provided and the tables in the back to help you solve these exercises.

DO NOT communicate with other participants in any verbal or non-verbal way while

working on these exercises and throughout the experiment other than during the

communication sessions. If you have a question raise your hand and I will answer your

question in private.

Exercise 1: Suppose you allocate 20 tokens to Exchange A, 5 tokens to the Exchange B

and no tokens to Exchange C. If other participants allocate 55 tokens to Exchange B and

60 Tokens to Exchange C. What will be your Total Earnings? You may use your

calculator and the tables, provided in the back, to help you answer this question.

Exercise 2: Suppose you allocate 5 tokens to Exchange A, 5 tokens to Exchange B and

15 tokens to Exchange C. If other participants allocate 40 tokens to Exchange B and 125

tokens to exchange C what will be your Earnings from each exchange and your Total

Earning for the period?
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Record Sheet

Use this Record Sheet to record your Earnings from Exchange A, Earnings from

Exchange B, Earnings from Exchange C, your Total Earnings and Cumulative Earnings.

All Earnings are given to you on the Earnings Slip in experimental Pesos.

Period
Earning from Earning from Earning from Ttal Cumulati
Exchange A Exchail~e B Exchange C EarninRs Earnings

1

2

3

4

-

6

7

8

9

10

To get your Payoff from the experiment IN DOLLARS divide your Cumulative Earnings

from period 10 by 25 and add $5 for showing up on time.
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Tables

Total Earnings = Allocation to Exchange A + Earnings from Exchange B (Table 1) +

Earning from Exchange C (Table 2)

Earnings from Exchange B (Table 1)

Use your allocation and other allocations (in your group) to find your Earnings from

Exchange B IN PESOS (the white area)

Other I our All ati 11

Allocation (in
our gr up) oToken 5Tok~ 10 Tokens lS~ k 20Tok ns 25 Tokens

otok n 0 3 6 9 12 15

5 Token 3 6 9 12 15 18

10 Tokens 6 9 12 15 18 21

15 Token 9 12 15 18 21 24

20 Token 12 15 18 21 24 27

25 Tokens 15 18 21 24 27 30

30 Tok ns 18 21 24 27 30 33

35 Token 21 24 27 30 33 36

40 Tokens 24 27 30 33 36 39

4- Tokens 27 30 33 36 39 42

50 Tok n 30 33 36 39 42 45

S-Tok ns 33 36 39 42 45 48

60 Tokens 36 39 42 45 48 51

65 Tok n 39 42 45 48 51 54

70 Tok n 42 45 48 51 54 57

75 Tokens 45 48 51 54 57 60
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Earnings from Exchange C (Table 2)

Use your allocation and other allocations (in both groups) to find your Earnings from

Exchange C IN PESOS (the white area)

Other I ur II cati n
Allocation (in
both gr up) OTck -Tc k n 10 To)cen 15Tok 20T kens 25 TokeIiS.

oTokens 0 2 4 6 8 10

10 Tokens 4 6 8 10 12 14

20 Tokens 8 10 12 14 16 18

30 Tokens 12 14 16 18 20 22

40 Token 16 18 20 22 24 26

50 Tokens 20 22 24 26 28 30

60 Tok ns 24 26 28 30 32 34

70 Token 28 30 32 34 36 38

80 Tok n 32 34 36 38 40 42

90 Tokens 36 38 40 42 44 46

100 Token 40 42 44 46 48 50

110 Tokens 44 46 48 50 52 54

120 Tokens 48 50 52 54 56 58

130 Tokens 52 54 56 58 60 62

140 Tok n 56 58 60 62 64 66

)50 Tokens 60 62 64 66 68 70

)60 Tokens 64 66 68 70 72 74

170 Token 68 70 72 74 76 78

175 Tokens 70 72 74 76 78 80
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